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Roosevelt Supporter Makes a Fiery Witness
Before Senate Committee
EXPLAINS NEW YORK LIFE CONTRIBUTION'S
Ryan Demonstrates That He Is the Original
of the Democratic Party, Testifying He Gave $150,000
to Judge Parker's Campaign in 190 1 He Didn't Care
About the Candidate But Wished to Hold the Party
Open-Hande- d

Bene-facto- r

.

Organization Together
Washington, Oct. 21. George W. bered it, he gave $75,000 or $80,000
Perkins of New York testified before to the 1904 fund.
the Clapp committee today that his "Whenever Mr.. Bliss would get
total contributions to Colonel Roose- short or funds would get low," he
campaign were said. "I would make a contribution
velt's
0 for $5,000 or $10,000."
The largest item was
$212,500.
Chairman Clapp asked what con
to the Washington offices.
of outThomas Fortune Hyan was the first! tributions Mr; Perkins knew
'
cam- side of hU own.
senate
he
befora
today
illness
'vitii the Nti-was
connected
"I
Othcommittee.
paign contributions
ers' scheduled to testify were George York Life Insurance company and
contribuknow of that company's
W. jerkins and Peter Hoban, James
he.
said
tions,"
A. Campbell, Charles B. Drowerth,
Mr. Perkins product a lone, stateH.
Harry S. Calvert, John H. Nugent,
ment
regarding the contributions of
D. Nesbitt and Robert Hisht, the lat
York Life Insurance com-- ,
New
the
with
connection
in
called
ter seven
Which
the committee permitted
pany,
e
political controver
the
into the record.
to
him
read
first
Mr.
Ryan
sy in Pennsylvania.
at length
statement
The
quoted
told the committee that he shoulderof the late Presifrom
the
testimony
demoof
the
debts
ed $350,000 of the
dent McCall of the New York Life
cratic national committee In 1904.
Insurance
company before the Arm"Early in the campaign," he said, strong Investigation
committee to
"I gave $50,000 to the fund, although show
York Life contriNew
the
that
I was opposed to the nomination of
bution was made to defeat the "free
Judge Parker. I gave probably $50; silver heresies" of William J. Bryan.
000 In smaller contributions. When
It was argued that the money was
the end of the campaign was drawing given to insure the establishment of a
near and It was quite apparent that
gold standard for the protection of
Mr. Parker could not be elected, some
the
policy holders of the company and
of my friends came to me and told
therefore, it was proper to use
that,
unme the campaign could collapse
of --the volley holders.
the
money
less the committee received financial
The witness was particularly earnassistance. I finally agreed in order est as
concluding the statement:
to pay the party workers and preserve
at the time and have
"I
believed
the Integrity of the party, to furnish
that in this
since believed
always
This made a total of $450,$350,000.
Mr. MoCall did
exactly
trantactiou
000 I gave throughout the campaign.
that he would have been un
right;
ana
contribution
a
was
This
personal
true to his trnust, weak and coward
not represent any one except myself.
had he taken any other course.
1 did not give
the money to elect ly,,
Is no question but that the
There
Parker. I merely wanted to preserve
dastard!
thoroughly unscrupulous,
the democratic, organization."
attacks upon Mr. McCall by certain
In reply to questions concerning portions of the senational press of
campaign of 1912, the country brought about his untimthe
Mr. Ryan said he had contributed be- ely death; yet, it is a most significant
tween $75,000 and $80,000 to Governor fact that, in all this criticism of both
Harmon's campaign and more than him and me not a single policy holdUnderto Representative
$30,000
er," so far as 1 am aware, out of he
wood's.
many thousands in the New York Life
"When. I came back from Europe ever wrote a single letter or criticism
in 1911 I made up my mind that the or complained of what we did, eithur
prospects of democratic success were Mr. McCall or myself. Without my
very bright," he said. I thought any law or regulation to guide us, impresman except Mr. Bryan could be elect- sed with the great responsibility we
ed and was willing to aid any other were
carrying, firmly believing that
man. He had led the party to defeat the democratic party was advocating
three times and I regarded him as the financial theories which if enacted
only cloud In the horizon."
into laws would most seriously afGeorge W. Perkins was the next fect the assets of the policy holders,
witness. He gave his occupation as both Mr. McCall and I did our duty
a "retired workingman ' Asked as as we saw it".
to the campaign of 1904 Mr. Perkins
Mr. Perkins said that for the Insaid that he was asked by Treasurer surance company he ad ranee 1 to Mr,
Bliss to take a place as a member Bliss $13,500 for which he was reim
of a local committee in New York to bursed by the company. Later whets
aid in collecting funds for the cam- the Insurance Investigation began he
paign.
returned the money to the company.
"I worked in New York,'" said Mr. Mr. Perkins denounced as an "unmitiPerkins, "with Mr. Bliss. There were gated falsehood" the charge that h&
in Philadelphia, had underwritten the Roosevelt
similar committees
Boston
Chicago."
and
Pittsburgh,
campaign this year in the
Mr. Perkins flatly denied that he sum of $3,000,000.
Rising from' his
knew of any concerts'! political action chair and shaking a clenched fist, Mr.
by the financial interests in Wall Perkins shouted: "Among the long
street. He said that as he remem list of unmitigated lies throughout
$32,-00-
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per-

haps, ought to be placed at the top because It is the largest. I am
in
hopes that Senator Penrose will be
here today. He made that statement
on the floor of the senate and he
ought to be required to prove it, or,
as a gentleman, he ought to take it
back.
There Is not a scintilla ot
truth in it from A to Z."
"Just a minute," interrupted Chair
man Clapp, "all that is necessary is
that you deny it. All that the committee can do is to determine the
proof or the absence of proof."
Mr. Perkins was not to be stopped.
He continued: "I want to know
where I stand. I want to know wheth
er I can be charged with these things
on the floor of the United States sen
ate and not be given an opportunity to

disprove them."
He Insisted that Mr. Pentose should
be brought before the committee anj
say whether his charge was "mer
hot air." Taking up accusations hy
Chairman Hilles that the International Harvester company had made large
contributions to the Roosevelt cam
paign, Mr. Perkins declared with heat
"This is an absolute falsehood made
6ut of the whole cloth and if Mr.
Hilles has any reason to believe that
contributions have been made by the
Harvester company he owes it to me
and to others to have the books of
the company audited for the purpose
of proving or disproving the accusa
tions."
Mr.
Perkins contended
that it
would be easy to prove what had been
contributed to the campaign fund
from the treasury oi the Ttarvestar
company.
He said rttiat lie Ws3 a
member of the board of directors ot
that company and chairman of the
finance committee and knew that not
a cent of the company funds had been
given to aid Colonel Roosevelt.
Mr. Perking gave his contributions
to the Roosevelt
fund
as follows: to New York state committee, $15,000; E. H. Hooker, for the
national fund, $22,5w; to the Washington bureau, $32,500; for pollsi etc.,
in New York and Brooklyn, $16,000;
sent to other states, $19,000; to E.
W. Sims, $17,000.
"This statement is absolutely complete," said Mr. Perkins. "My total
contributions were $ 122,500."
Mr. Perkins declared that he
urged
publicity of campaign contributions
in the Hnnna campaigns and the 1904
campaign, but without much result.
He produced
memoranda
showing
that in the convention ot 1908 he urged Chairman Hitchcock of the republican national committee to make
contributions
public the campaign
and expenditures before election.
"I kept no memorandum, ". said Mr.
Perkins. "I only know from the accounts of the people to whom I gave
money, how much I gave. Why didn't
you ask a member of your own party
You didn't ask
for a memorandum?
Mr. Ryan to account ror his $450,000.
"I am not here to be lectured,'' interrupted Senator Pomerene.
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RAIDS WERE "ON THE SQUARE" AMERICANS ARETO
WHEN ACCUSED MAN WENT AF
TER GAMBLERS THERE
WAS NO QUIBBLING.
Mew
York, Oct. 21. James i).
White, a policeman, formerly attach
ed to Lieutenant Beckers "strong
arm" squad, $ took the witness stand
in Becker's defense today and swore
that Becker had never said to him
in the Tombs that he (Becker) "would
"be praised in the end for killing
that crook, Rosenthal." No conver-

sation remotely resembling this occurred according to the policeman.
This repudiated recent testimony
of James D. Hallen, a state's witness,
who produced notes of what purported to be such a conversation.
White
also swore, as two witnesses who followed him, that Becker's- raid on Rosenthal's gambling, place was "honest
and square" and not made for revenge as the state charges, after
Becker and the gambler had quarreled.
NAVY YARD HEADS CONFER
Washington, Oct. 21. In accord
ance with a new policy adopted by
nvft---

of all the naval stations" and navy
yadrs in the United States and of the
station at Guantanamo, Cuba, assembled at tho navy department in this
city today for the purpose of considering methods of administrative Improvement. It is pranned in future to
hold such conferences at least twice
a year with a special view of
ating the administrative work of the
yards.
STATE CAMPAIGN FIGURES.
New York, Oct. 21. The cost of
organizing the progressive party in
New York state, and running! a campaign for three months has been less
than $90,000, Including $25,000 spent
in getting signatures and preparing
the petitions which will put the candidates on the official ballot, according to figures supplied by the, state
chairman.
The party will have" a
complete local ticket in 4 or 55 of
candithe 610 counties. Forty-thredates for congress have been nomie

nated.
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IN FINAL
TO DOCTORS,
EXAMINA THIS IS BELIEVED TO BE
PURPOSE OF LURING
TION, FIND COLONEL IN EX- - ,
CELLENT HEALTH
GARIANS ON

BE SAFE BULLET

UNITED

STATES
GOVERNMENT
ORDERS MEXICO TO TAKE
PROPER PRECAUTIONS.

Oct. 21
Fresh proWashington,
visions in the beleaguered city oi
Vera Cruz have become exhausted,
said a dispatch to the navy department today giving a review of the
situation caused by the Diaz rebellion
in Mexico. The state department is
advised by Consul Canada at Vera
Cruz that General
Felix Diaz nas
guaranteed life and property so long
as he remains In control of the city
It appears from today's advices
that federal troops are avoiding an
encounter with Diaz, who is reported
to have taken his troops out of Vera
Cruz twice to meet the government
forces, who both times have refused
to give battle. It is reported that
three Mexican vessels in Vera Cruz
harbor remain loya.l to tne Madero
government.
The Mexican gunboat Progreaso is
reported at Puerto, Mexico, with Diaz
troops aboard. Ihe navy department
today was advised that the Tacoma
was expected to arrive at Tampico
late today to Bee ttiat. ample protection 1b' accorded American and other
1

foreigners.
Secretary Knox and R. S. Miller,
chief of the far eastern division of
the state department, constituting the
special embassy dispatched by the
president to Japan to represent the
Usited Slates at the funeral services
of the late Emperor Mutsuhito, re
turned today to Washington.
As ranking! memner of the cabinet
Secretary Knox is "acting president"
in Washington.
He finds many prob
lems
pressing for consideration,
principally the situation in Mexico,
which he will discuss with Ambassa
dor Wilson, waiting here on his way
back to Mexico City.
While the United States intends to
adhere to Its policy of
ence In the internal affairs of Mexico
the state department has made plain
to the Madero government that meas- -'
ures to protect Americans in the troubled zone must not be relaxed.
These representations, it Is understood, include intimations that the
lines of communication from the Interior to Vera Cruz and Tampico, the
principal ports on mb Atlantic side,
must be kept open for the exit of
While some students of
Americans.
the question believe the United
States migiit take measures on its
own account to keep open an avenue
of escape for Americans, as it did in
China and Nicaragua, officials here
do not regard such a development as
non-interf-

JOHNSON IN THE EAST.
New York, Oct. 21. Governor Johnson arrived here from Chicago this
and wont to progressive
morning
headquarters to discuss his eastern
litineTary with Senator Joseph M.
Dixon. The governor expected to
leave in the afternoon for Camden,
Mr. Perkins arose from his chair N. J., where he wtll speak tonight. As
and shouted : "I know what you are far as practicable he will fill Colonel
here for, all right, just as well as i Roosevelt's speaking dates.
likely.
know what I'm here for."
No reports have been received
The senator and Mr. Perkins en
here today of the searching of the
COLORADO MUST ANSWER.
The cutter Winona, at the
gaged in a heated exchangje while
Washington, Oct. 21. The supreme Dantzler.
Pomerene tried to find out just how court today declined to dismiss the request of the Btate department, has
much Perkins gave to or collected petition of the state of Wyoming for been under detail lor several weeks
for the 1904 fund. Senator Paintel an injunction to prevent the state of watching the schooner and other susasked about the suit against the Colorado and certain Colorado Irriga- pected filibustering expeditions on
"Harvester trust." Mr. Perkins said tion companies from diverting water the Gulf of Mexico.
he personally had asked President from the Laramie river watershed.
Roosevelt to withhold the suit while The court gave the state of Colorado
Smuggling Crew Is Caught.
the bureau of corporations was in- - 30 days to answer to complaint.
Mobile,
Ala., Oct. 2x. The schoonvestigating. He said ne told Herbert
er M. L. Dantzler was boarded and
of corKnox Smith, commissioner
RAIL ELECTRICAL MEN MEET
United
searched here today by
porations, that if the suit, were beChicago, Oct. 21. The fifth annual States revnue officials and
although
wrould
"we
Rail
of
convention
Association
of
the
gun
fight."
officials refuse to mal
"President
Perkus way Electrical Engineers began In government
Roosevelt,"
any statement, it was said on gocV
until
suit
"ordered
the
delayed
said,
Chicago today, with headquarters at
that munitions of war, dethe investigation was complete. Mr. the Auditorium hotel. Electrical en authority
for Mexico, were found on
stined
Perkins said that when he said he gineers employed by nearly all of the
board.
would fight" he meant tne suit would leading railroads of the United States
be fought in the courts.
and Canada are in attendance.
Juarez Fears Attack.
"If that suit had been brought
would you be supportin'. Colonel
El Paso,
8TILL GOING UP.
Tex., Oct. 21. Rebeii,
now?"
asked
Senator
)Roosevelt
Elgin, 111., Oct. 21. The quotation supposed to be a part of Salazar's
Pomerene.
committee of the Elgin Hoard this army, who were
seen during the
"There you go again," said Mr. Per- afternoon declared butter firm at 29 nighty opposite the El. Paso smelter,
kins. "I can't answer a supposition.' cents.
bad disappeared his morning.
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STILL

FOR

SURGEONS, HOWEVER, DO NOT THE SULTAN'S GOVERNMENT
ANTICIPATE ANY FURTHER
CONGREGATING LARGE,
DANGER

IS

ARMY THERE
Oct. 21 Three and per- haps four big battles probably will ba
iew uiijs, ii not a lew
""6uu niiuiu
hours, on the territory of European
The armies of the Balkan
Turkey.
allies have now crossed the frontier
on all sides," whila the Turks, as their v
opronents advance, are giving uj
their frontier posts and abandoning
with her small and unimportant towns, falling
back slowly into their strongly en-

Chicago, Oct. 21. Colonel Roosevelt
at 8:30 o'clock this morning left Chi
cago for Oyster Bay, aboaid a train
on the Pennsylvania railroad. He
awoke shortly before 6 o'clock and
was given bis morning sponge bath
and rubdown. His breifast consist
ed of bacon, there soft boiled eggs.
hr.ttered oast and a pot o? tea. Mrs.

London,

Roosevelt had breakfast
husband In his room.
Dr. John B. Murphy arrived at the trenched positions, preparatory to givhospital at 8:30 a'clock and, with Dr. ing battle there.
The Bulgarian army will, It ia
Wm. B. McCauley,
the house surbe the first to strike
geon, dressed the colonel's "wound for thought,
the last time before his departure for because at its objective point, tho forthe east. At the same time a consul- tress of Adrianople, the main Turkish:
tation was held at which Dr. Scurrey army is growing in strength. If the
L. Terrell, the colonel's
specialist; Bulgarians allow the Turks time, tha
Dr. Arthur D. Bevan, Dr. Alexander Sultan's army will outgrow that of
Lambert, the Roosevelt family physi- the invadorn.
It was rumored today that two out
cian, and Dr. John B. Golden, Dr. Murof the outer forts of Adrianople had
phy's assistant, were present.
At 7:10 a. m., the following official fallen into the Bulgarians' hands and
the town of
had been
bulletin was issued:
captured, but there was no confirma"Pulse, temperature aud respiration tion. The Greek
army Is resting afnorjaal. Wound still discharges a ter Its
capture ot tha Turkish town
litut. serum. Th;re is less inflam
mation.
The point where Uie bullet j Tho
grimmest fighting of the war t
is located, is sensitive to pressure and
iu occur oui oi Bignt ot tne
locan
now
be
the bullet
distinctly
main armies, as some 4,000 Albanians
cated. General condition good."
are arming, and Greek and BuIgarUi
Long before time to leave the hos- bands have taken to the hills, where
was fuliy they will engage in
pital, Colonel Roosevelt
guerilla warfare.
dressed. Over his street clothes ha
A column of Greek troops was rewore
the heavy army overcoat pulsed today when it attacked the
he bad on the evening he was shot Komiadis Pass, which is held by the
vas not Turks, according to a news agency
The hole in the right brei
distinguishable at any gre it distance dispatch from Constantinople. Ko
The colonel walked fro.u his room miadis Pass is in the mountains on
to the wheel cht'lr in the corridor, the Albanian frontier.
He wa saccompanied by Dr. John B.
On the
Bulgarian Town is Bombarded
Murphy 'and Mrs. Roosevelt.
way through the hospital the various
Sofia Bulgaria,
Oct. 21. Turkisa
rooms had their doors open and pa- warships today bombarded the Bulgatients called a greeting to hira and rian fort-o- f
Kavarna, The customs
Outside house was
wished him a safe journey.
destroyed and several
there was a large chair, and, on the shops and dwellings were damaged.
arm of Dr. Lambert, he took the few Kavarna is a Bulgarian town on the
steps to the door of the ambulance. Varna.
The start was immediate. In front of
The advance posts of the Bulgarian
the ambulance was a large detail of army have spread to the immediate
motorcycle police, a squad of whom vicinity of the important strategical
Then point of
followed.
also
immediately
which is the
came motorcars in which were Col- headquarters of the Turkisn Third
onel Cecil Lyon, and the remainder army corps. They also are in touch
of the Roosevelt party. In other mo- with the line of outer
forts 'surtor cars were many newspaper men rounding the fortress of Adrianople,
where another Turkish army corps is
and photographers.
Throughout the early morning, or stationed. The Bulgarians occupied
ever since the time Colonel Roosevelt today the village of Vakorunda, la
awoke, there was an air of expectan- the district of Razlog.
In a
statement dealcy in the corridors of the hospital
Preparations for departure had been ing with the progress of the cammade carefully. There was not the paign, it is stated:
"The Bulgarian troops are advancslightest hitch. .
Just as he was being taken from ing in all directions while the Turkthe wheel chair at the hospital door ish troops, stricken wtih panic, are
the colonel bade good bye to h!b two retiring in disorder, abandoning their
nurses. Night Nurse Margaret Fitz- rifles, howitzers, ammunition and
gerald was the first to Bhake his hand provisions.
"The Turkish peasants are leaving
and to receive the famous Roosevelt
smile. She was followed
by Hay their homes, and in certain villages
small Turkish children whose parents
Nurse Blanche Wolter.
The last thing that Colonel and have disappeared, nave Deen found
Mib. Roosevelt did wa? to shake wandering and are now being cared
hands with and thank Mother Mary for. by the Bulgarian soldiers. At.
the mother superior in Mustapha Pasha the Bu garian troopa
Raphael,
of
the
hospital. The farewell seized 100 tons of grain. Up to tha
charge
Into the present not a single Bulgarian solwas brief but effecting.
eyes of Mrs. Roosevelt a tear came dier has' been made a prisoner by tha
while the eyes of the mother supe- Turks. The Ottoman prisoners takrior were suffused and she quickly en by the Bulgarians are being well
.then hurried In- treated."
turned het.head,-anIn order to preserve Becrecy as to
to the building.
To avoid a crowd at the station, the movements of the army, the most
Colonel Roosevelt boarded the train Id positive orders have been issued to
the railroad yard at Twelfth street, the Bulgarian officers and men that
half a mile away. The train then was matters connected with the war and
back Into the terminal tralnshed the military operations must not he
where the. .colonel's baggage was re
(Continued on Page Five)
ceived.
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Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 21. On the
evening of the seventeenth of November, the Scottish Rite Masons of
New Mexico will dedicate their mag'
nificent new cathedral in the city of
Santa Fe. On the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth' of November the
dedication class of aspirants for Scottish Rite honors will see the beautiful degrees of the Ancient and Accepted Rite of Free Masonry confer
red from a great auditorium 58x72
freet which has a seating capacity of
about 600.
The dedication on the evening of
thq seventeenth will be a memorable
occasion to all Masons in New Mexico
since it will formally open the most
beautiful home consecrated to Ma
sonry In the southwest The cost of
the cathedral, when finally complefr
ed with the equipment, will be about
a quarter of a million dollars, and
it is hoped to have the south' and east
focades nearly if not quite completed
in time for the dedication services.
The bodies of the rite have decided
not to undertake all the building at
this time hut are finishing the more
essential portions which include the
business office,
stage, auditorium,
banquet hall and kitchen arrange
ment. The total amount which will
be expended to complete the building
on two sides of the court which is
now being undertaken and which it
is expected will be ready for occupa
tion by the dedication date, will cost
about $135,000.
It is hoped that the occasion will
be made, memorable by the presence
of a large number of well known Masons from other sections of the country, and Illustrious brother, Alphonso
C. Stewart, 33 degree, sovereign grand
inspector general of Missouri, will
deliver the dedication address. The
music, which will be rendered by a
double quartet choir with Mrs. V. V.
"Winchester of Albuquerque, as a soloist, will be a notable feature of the
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For these cool nights and mornings there is

no-

Colonl R, E. Twitchell, president
Upon representations made to him
Having been on the road for 12
thing more practical and comfortable than Flannelette
of the New Mexico Good Roads asso at the time by attorneys, Judge Lieb years in a
trip around Bfe world
Garments.
,
ciation, has sent the following letter appointed a temporary receiver for upon a bicycle, C. J. A.. Pahl, globe
to The Optic:
the Goke, Blackwell and Lawrence trotter, sign painter and niln'.dter of
East Las Vegas, N. M.,
company, under date of the 25th day the Gospel, arrived in Las Vegas
October 20, 1912.
of September, and the hearing upon Saturday evening.
He will spend a
This season we have a splendid variety of these desirable garments. New patterns, new
To the Editor of The Optic:
the questslon as to whether or not few days here and then pedal southDear Sir: It is of vital importance, the temporary receivership would be ward and westward. Mr. Pahl
style models, perfect fitting and serviceable and qualities to meet the demand of all.
in my judgment, that a movement be made permanent, was held by the
to cross the sands to San Diinaugurated locally for the organi judge at Raton, during; the first of ego, where he may spend the winter.
zation of a local of the New Mexico this week, says the Clayton Citizen. Yesterday he addressed the boys and
Good Roads association.
The evidence showed so clearly girls of the First Baptist Sunday
It is of vital importance, locally, that under a receivership the credits school, giving them many Interesting
from the standpoint of business inter ors would receive not more than 25 stories of the countries he has travests solely that we Interest ourselves or 30 centst on the dollar, and that eled.
in the completion and maintenance under the management of the direcMr. Pahl left Melbourne, Anstrlia,
of the highway btween Raton and tors, acting as statutory trustees, they in May, 1900, and has been through
would not receive less than 50 cents; Japan from Yokohama to Kobs; ChiSanta Fe and thence to the south.
It is of vital Importance that we that the court found all the issues na from Slianghai, Hongkong. PekLaa Veaa'LoadinS'tora
secure at the earliest possible time against the continuation of the receiv- ing to Canton; in India he has visited
Buster Brown
Frankel
the construction of a good bridge er, and ordered that he deliver back Rangoon, Calcutta, Lucknow, Delhi.
over the Mora river, near Watrous any property he received during his Allahabad, Lahore, Cabooe, Afghan
Shoes For
Fifteen Suits
In connection with this-- ' highway.
temporary administration, to the di- istan, Bombay and Madras. Traveling
For Men
Boys and Girls
New Mexico Is posted in every rectors of the company, or to persons on his bicycle he went to Colombo,
whom they might designate. Now, Ceylon and then went to South Afhotel and autoomobile garage of
Established 1862
South Side Pia3a
north and east of Trin- that this receivership is out of the rica. He trave'ed from Capetown to
idad, Colo., as having roads that are way, we understand that all of the Kimberley where he met Evangelist
creditors holding
open accounts Gypsy Smith of America, then crossimpassable.
It needs no argument from me that against the concern will be speedily ed the Transvaal where the
this posting, hurts your business.
paid 50 cents on the dollar. It was
war had raged a few years
Are you willing to be identified at first thought the business would
with the organization of a local good be able to pay dollar for dollar of its
CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
roads association. If so. please write (entire outstanding obligations; but
was
conclusion
on
a
this
based
me here, and notice will be given
$100,000.00
through the newspapers of a meet- statement relative to the assets ot
ijL-A.Yl.
the compasy, made by its former
ing to be held for that purpose.
Copy of an address is enclosed president and manager; but that
when an inventory was taken it was
which should be of interest to ever
discovered that the assets were hardbusiness man in this State.
o. T. Hosklnu, Cashier.
j. m, uunningham, President
V
"
ly sufficient to pay 50 cents on the
Yurs truly,
Frank
Springer,
dollar; and in making this payment
R. E. TWITCHELL.
to the creditors it may be that the estates of Henry Goke and Hon. A.
M. Blackwell, deceased,
who were
large stockholders, will have to adINTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
vance a part of the amount necessary to make the same. We have understood that these estates Intend
this, however, in. case there are
not enough assets to make the
amount of such payment; and to do
so notwithstanding the fact they are
occasion.
not legally bound to make such adThe pipe organ which will be in
"
vance.
stalled is believed to be the finest in- GALLUP STRUCTURE FALLS AND
'
S
,
Lieb gave the case very ?
Judge
strument of its kind in the southt
SEVERAL PERSONS HAVE
close attention during the two days
I
u
I
f' I u .
west, and C. Percival Garrett, the well
NARROW ESCAPES
it wan be'jtig presented to him, and
known organist of Los Angele;;, CaliOffice with the San Miguel National Bank
at the conclusion tound without hesip
fornia,1 will furnish the instrumental
N. M Oct. 21. A threshing tancy, that it were better to discharge
Gallup,
music.
machine owned by the United States the receiver, and allow the. above
Wrn. G. HaydoD
e
The cathedral is Moorish in
President
overnment and in charge of R. J. payment of 50 cents to be made by
and when completed will re
W.
H.
Vice
President
the
Kelly
crashed
rather
the
than
statutory trustees,
Bowman,
bridge
through
"
produce the famous Court of Lions of on Aztec avenue between Second and continue the receiver and
.' x f
'
T.
D,
Hoskins
thereby
Treasurer
the Alhambra. The building is of re-.
1
.
Third street Saturday while attempt- have the creditors receive on about
wiorcect concrete throughout and to
f
to pass over it. The machine had
that much.
Pa.ld on Deposis
be roofed with Spanish tile. The ad- ing
been unloaded from the car the da;'
ministration tower is in itself, an imprevious and Superintendent Bowman
posing portion of the building, with steamed
up the traction engine and NO INDIGESTION,
GAS
dimensions which are indicative of
starte out for Black Rock with it.
C. J. A. PAHL.
the spacious plan upon which the
The
in
and
engine
separator
weigh
whole building is constructed. The
OR A SOUR ST031ACII
the neighborhood
of ten tons and
before. That was in 1903.
banquet hall will be 42x82 feet with when both
on
the
the
long
got
bridge,
Through Rhodesia and over the
the most up to data kitchen arrangetimbers snapped and
Lamberi Mr. Pahl went steering his
ment adjacent to it. Not a single heavy
Stommakes
your
the entire outfit piled in a heap at the "Pape's Diapepsin"
bicycle to Darcssalem and Tanga
feature has been overlooked to make
ach feel fine in five
bottom of the Rio Puerco.
Mombass, then he crossed to Abysi-nia- ,
this building famous in the country
minutes.
men were riding on the maThree
shaking hands with the king.
among Scottish Rite cathedrals, and
when it went into the ditch.
Through Gondogoro, Lado on the
the members of the Scottish RUte chine
Wonder what upset your stomach
bodies in New Mexico have reason to Engineer Deckman, who was guiding which portion of the food did the dam- Congo in British Soudda to Khar
machine and O. A. Vogel,
toum Mere Mr. Paiil worked for the
who
be proud of their achievement in the the
was operating the levers of the engine agedo you? Well, don't bother. If Sedan government railways as a fore
construction of their state home.
were riding on the engine, and J. D. your stomach is in a revolt; if sour, man painter two years. When he left
Tt is expected
that Scottish Rite
gassy and upset, and what you just he continued
his journey through
Masons will be present from all over Archuleta, a Zunl Indian, was riding ate has fermented into
stubborn Egypt to Cairo where ne
on
of the separator. All three ofj
top
stayed an
the state to see this monument to the
lumps; your headdlzzy and aches; other year. Then Mr. Pahl
men
tnese
were
to
the
spent six
precipitated
rite consecrated to the purposes for
belch gases and eracate undigested months in Palestine. which it has been erected. The class bottom of the river and directly in
between the engine and machine. One food; breath fioul, tongue coated
Seeing Jerusalem, Nazareth, Caper-raupromises to be the largest ever held
or two small boys had climbed on to just take a little Diapepsin and in five
on the Galilee to Damascus
in this jurisdiction, and the
the machine and weer also hurled to minutes you truly will wondor what Beirut, Constantinople,
Athens
in
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
unexpected proportions,
siasm over the event has already the bottom with it. All miraculously became of the indigestion and dis- Greece, he crossed o.ver to Italy. He
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
was in Naples, Rome, Venice, over
escaped without injury excepting En tress.
prod
fiilinna
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
anil"
the
man
wnmfln tnrlnv
Alps to Austria, Vienna through
tf
gineer Deckman, who sustained a se
PRESIDENT INSTALLED
statements.
vere cut under his right arm. The know that it Is needless to have a bad Bohemia, into Germany, on to his naNorman, Okla., Oct. 21. Dr.
town Charlottesburg by Berlin
tive
A
stomach.
occasionlittle
He
Diapepsin
can
were
be trusted because his very business existence is at stake
arm
torn
of
the
away
ligaments
D. Brooks, formerly
who is still
Is con ally keeps this delicate organ regulat- and saw his mother
from
the
and
the
body
injury
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
of the public schools of Boston,
ed and they eat their favorite foods alive, and sisters and brothers.
capital, nor
was inaugurated as president, of the sidered serious.
travto
then
He
crossed
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
England
without fear.
one
Aztec
The
was
of
street
bridge
University of Oklahoma today. The
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
If your stomach doesn't take care eled on his bicycle from London to
installation was witnessed by a large the strongest in the city and no Mar
then sailed
was held that there was any danger of your liberal limit without rebellion; Glasgow in Scotland and
good secure repeat orders.
'
assemblage, Including the president
for New Yrko.
The
of many universities and colleges of it collap&ing, but when the great if your food Is a damage instead of a
advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
Mr. Pahl went down the east coast
strain of the weight got on it the big help, remember the quickest, surest,
is
the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
throughout the country and hundreds
TamD.
to Washington,
C, Savannah,
most harmless relief is Pape's Diapepof alumni and other friends of the timbers snapped in two.
across westward to GalYou
pa,
Floradi,
are
justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, besin which costs only fifty cents for a
University of Oklahoma.
President
Oklahoma
veston,
northward
through
If you have young children you have large case at drug stores. It's truly
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
Lowell of Harvard University, Presito Kansas. City, Mo., thence to Dennoticed that disorders of the wonderful It
perhaps
.
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
dent Hill of the University of Mis stomach are their most common aildigests food and sets ver, and Is now here.
souri andj Dr. P. P. Claxton, United ment. To correct this you will find things straight, so gently and easily
money in telling others of their goodness.
Stomach
and Liver that it is really astonishing. Please,
States commissioner
of education, Chamberlain's
ONTARIO SUNDAY SCHOOLS
It
were among the noted educators in Tablets excellent. They are easy and for your sake, dm't go on and on with
Hamilton. Ont Oct. 21. With well
to take, and mild and gentle
pleasant
weak, disordered stomach; it's so
attendance.
known Sunday school workers pres'n effect. For sale by all dealers.
The new president of the University
ent from all over the province, the
of Oklahomai has long been a conspic CONCERT IN HONOR OF KAISERIN
annual convention of the
uous figure In educational circles.
Berlin, Oct. 21. Preprations on a
MISSIONARY ASSOCIATION
Ontario Sunday School association asHo is a native of Missouri and re- scale of great magnificence have hee'n
Buffalo, N. Y., Oct. 21. Delegates sembled in this city today. The sesceived his education at the Univer- completed for the gala concert to he from wldely separated points through- sions will 'continue three days and
sity of Michigan and Harvard Uni- siven tomorrow in honor of the
out the country have arrived in Buf- will be addressed by noted Sunday
versity. Prior to becoming superinbirthday anniversary of the falo for the annual meeting of the Sunday school experts of both the
tendent of the Boston schools in German empress. The emperor him- American
association. United States and Canada. An im- tOOSaBSBCJgS
MiKsionary
1906 he had filled similar positions self has given personal attention to The convention
will open tomorrow portant feature of the convention is
in Danville, 111., and Cleveland, 0 all of hte details of the arrangements. and continue - in session over Wed- the musical program, which is in
I. O. O. F. OF ARKANSAS
annual grand lodge meeting of the dies. The
and for several years was attached A long list of celebrated singers, nesday and Thursday. Many noted charge of Professor E. O. Excell of
gathering has attracted an
to the faculty of the University of headed by Enrico Caruso, will par- church
Pine Bluff, Ark., Oct. 21. Pine Independent Order of Odd Fellows, to- attendance of more than 1,000 deleworkers and missionaries Chicago and Prof. Alvin Roper, of
with
the state conventions of gates and Visitors from
gether
Illinois.
all parts of
are on the program for addresses.
Winona Lake, Ind.
ticipate in the program.
Bluff is entertaining this week the the Rebekahs and other
auxiliary bo Arkansas.
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When power invades the home
drudgery flies out of the window.
The truth of this paraphrase is
apparent in every home where mechanical power has been introduced
to wash and cleanse the family cloth
Ing and "bedding. "Blue Monday
was always a busy day, usually beginning with daylight. The huge pile
of clothes had to be sorted ready for
the tubs. The stove was cluttered up
with boilers and kettles and the very
air reeked with the smell of wet gar
ments and hot suds. In those days,
when every piece had to be washed
by virogorusly rubbing it up and
down, on a rough washboard, then
rinsed and wrung out before it was
hung up tx dry, wash day. was all
that its name implied. It was a
back-breakin-

nerve-rackin-

--

d

all-da- y

MESSAGE

TO WORKING

WOMEN.

All women work; some in homes,
some in church, some in the whirl oi
and
society, and in stores, offices
on the
are
thousands
of
tens
shops,
never ceasing treadmill, earning their
daily bread.
All women, however, are subject to
the same physical laws, and suffer
alike from the same physical disturbances and weaknesses, pecullar to
their sex. Every woman, no matter
rewhat her station in life, should
Pinkhame's
E
member that Lydia
Vegetable Compound is the great
which She
.remedy for female Ills, in
should place her trust.

FIND A

HIDE

THRtE

bad in store for him. Here he was
a man of 30, well educated, big like
the land In which he lived, wealthy,
and with the responsibility of 20,000
acres of the beBt grazing land along
the Pecos on his hands. He had too
much to do to think of falling ia love,
yet that was Just the thing that wat,
to befall .him before the night was
four hours old..
Moris mado his purchases and after

GETBI
Rubbing- with Hnltnents, blistering the affected parts, the application of
plasters, and other means of external treatment, are usually helpful in relieving the pains and aches of Rheumatism. But such treatment does not
get rid of the disease, because it does not reach its source. Rheumatism
comes from an excess of uric acid in the blood. This acid acts as an irritant to the nerves, muscles and joints, and produces the inflammation
and Swelling, and sharp cutting pains characteristic of the trouble.
When the blood Is overburdened with uric acid
it grows thinner and poorer in nourishing qualities. Then Rheumatism becomes chronic and
not only a painful but a dangerous disease. You
can get rid of Rheumatism "by purifying the blood
with S. S. S. This vegetable remedy goes into the
circulation, neutralizes and removes the uric acid,
and by building up the thin, sour blood, safely and
surely cures the .disease. S. S. S. makes rich,
nourishing blood, which quiets excited nerves,
eases the painful muscles and joints and filters out
every particle of irritating uric acid from the system. Book on Rheumatism and advice free,
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC C0 ATLANTA. GA.

RANCHMAN supper yandered into the showhouse
COUNTY
CHAVES
MEETS CUPID IN ENTIRELY
just as the show started. He watchNEW ROLE
ed the pictures idly as the plot was
unraveled on the screen before him.
a It did not particularly Interest him
Because Miss Helen Winslow,
pretty telephone operator of Phlladel nor did the "leading woman" arouse
"suped" in photo any excessive admiration. There was
phia, unconsciously
play she will become the bride of the usual attempt atl "comics," with
James Henidon Morris, half owner the "lead" having many difficulties
of the Bar L ranch in Chaves county In attempting to purchase a pair of
New Mexico, this fall.
slippers; with a great show of IndigAt the time Miss Winslow inno nation she rushed from the shop fol- warmed the heart of the mistress of dreams with every attention. He put
hia heart and soul into the task and
cently ventured the part of a moving lowed by a elerk wildly waving ths the house.
"Why, you poor man," she ' said after many demure protestations she
picture "super" and Incidentally won slippers.
"I know how badly finally ' consented to become Mrs,
the heart of this western rancher shj JuBt as- the people rushed from tin sympathetically.
was the guest of friends on the north store a third figure appeared on the you must feel and I only wish that James Herndon Morris.
On one point she remained firm,
side in Chicago, and the Chicago screen. It was of a girl, petite, dark I could help you. Maybe I can after
Tribune, which prints pictures of hero haired, and with perfectly molded all. Anyhow, you must stay with ns however. It was not to be an immeand heroine, tells tjhe romance as features. She was apparently about for dinner tonight and we will see diate wedding, as Morris had insisted.
22.
'
(Miss Winslow confesses to 23 what can be done. Did you have any No; she would be married in her own
follows:
home and not until fall, or Mr. Morris
One morning, on shopping bent, she years). She seemed to smile right luncheon?" she demanded.
"No ma'am; I did sort of neglect could go back to his "old ranch"
entered a shoe store in Evanston ave into Morris' eyes. It was for only a
As she ap-- j moment and then the scene changed, to eat Fact is, I hadn't thought much alone.
nue, north of Wilson.
The answer?. That's easy. It will
proached the entrance of the shop she but in that moment the young ranch- about anything but finding Helen
noticed a crowd gathered at the edge er had been stricken by the little god I mean Miss Winslow. And I shall be an autumn wedding and will bj
of love as surely as if he had met most certalntly accept your invitation held in Philadelphia.
of thei pavement, but In her haste
Now you call it to my mind, I am
for she had an early luncheon en- the girl herself..
DRY FARMERS' CONVENTION.
gagementshe gave but little thought After the last audience had been hungry."
dismissed Morris sought out the manThat night at dinner, after he had
to the unusualness of the incident.
Lethbrldge, Alta, Oct. 21. With
Neither did she think it extraordi- ager and asked the name and address been introduced to the other members delegates present from many parts or
of the firm manufacturing the film in of the. family, he recounted the story Canada and the United States, and
narily strange that a pretty woman, which
of his romance. The daughter of the from Australia and several of the
his vision had appeared.
strikingly dressed, should rush past
her out of the shop, followed by a Two days later he yas on the train house smiled as she heard his story, countries of Europe and South Ameriman In his shirt sleeves and widly bound for the north. He was on the and to his amazement actually laugh- ca, the seventh International Dry
ed aloud when he reached the climax Farming congress assembled here totrail of his vision.
waving a pair of white kid slippers.
In
of
his fruitless speech.
film
day for a session that will continue
the
Chicago
manufacturers
For a moment she did hesitate and
"Oh, but I know something Just through the greater part of the week.
turned to avoid a collision with the directed him to the store that had
man and woman; she even watched served as the "setlng" for the play. dandy," she exclaimed. "Mr. Morris In point pf attendance, and in the
A clerk remembered the taking of the are you going to Philadelphia?"
prominence of the scheduled speakwith some amusement the apparently
ers and the importance of the subrecalled
and
the
of
Incident
pictures
deon
the
first train,"
"Tonight
indignant woman climb into a waiting
the lost opal. He would look up th clared that young man, with a "do or jects to be discussed, the present
down
the
which
started
automobile,
address In the lost and found book.
die" light in his gray eyes that sent congress promises to eclipse all prevstreet, leaving the man with slippers
He
to
the young woman Into peals of laugh- ious gatherings held in the interest
book.
turned
.the
it
There
on
side
the
standing gesticulating
ot the dry farming movement
was:
ter.
"Miss Helen Winslow, Beacon
,
walk.
,
Among those who have accepted
tomorrow
"Please
wait
second
until
Lost
street,
apartment.
at
night
incident
the
She wondered a bit
opal
to address the congress
Invitations
dinner with ns before you
and then entered the shop, not seeing setting from ring. Not found." Thus
are Martin Burreb, the Canadian
said.
read
"You'll
be
she
the
"As
I
notation.
camgo,"
.remember
awfully
as she turned a moving picture
minister of agriculture; James Wilera a few feet away from the shop now," said the clerk, "she was an aw- sorry if you don't"
son, secreary of agriculture of the
Is
man
What
to
when
a
do
a
with
dark
hair
and
fully
Winswas
pretty girl,
pretty
entranca So It
that Miss
United States; James J. Hill, the St,
girl makes such a request? There is
low was in blissful ignorance of the big brown eyes."
Paul railway magnate; Sir Thomas
one
answer.
s
Morris
"That
to
said
Morris.
He
was
only
her,"
agreed
fact that she had contributed some
of the CanaShaughnessy,
"real life" to a moving picture play. too excited to observe any rules of remain over, though a bit reluctantly, dian Pacific president
L. H. Bail
railway;
must
confessed.
be
grammar.
(it
When she had completed her purof Cornell university, and Zollen
ey,
The clerk wrote down the address
"I am so glad you decided to staj
chases and had left the shop she disSzilassy, president of the Hungarian
covered that she had lost the opal and Morris again "struck the trail.' another day," said his tormentor, as National
Agricultural union.
setting from her ring. She remem- He went directly to the address an she admitted him to the apartment
Women will have an Important part
told
the
whole
was
He
lova
in
had
next
story.
"You
the
were wiser in the
bered she
evening.
caught the ring in the
congress.
During the week
meshes of her shopping bag while in with the girl whose picture he had than you thought" And as sh-- j led daily sessions will be held
by the
"1
the shop, and so returned, hoping that seen, his intentions were honorable, the way, into the living room:
International
of Farm Woshe, might llnd; tt:o stone. - Jf. search no waa amply able to take care of. a want you to meet a dear friend ot men and the Congress
rural uome section of
wife, and he was a man of some mine who arrived this morning for a the
was made, but all to no avail.
,
International Dry Farming Con'
All this visit. I got a letter from her yester
As was) the custom of this shop, the standing in his community.
gress.
woman day saying she would be in Chicago
clerk made a note of the lost opal, he told to the motherly-face- d
to
him
who
admitted
the
this
apartment
morning."
together with the name and address
As Morris entered the room his
F. A. Wootsey, a brakeman at Jack
of the loser, in the "lost and found" in Beacon street.
Morris also presented his creden-tiol- glance met that of a girl who had sonville, Texas, says: "I was down
book.
with kidney trouble and rheumatism
These included letters from been sitting in a chair near the win- so
All this happened a year ago. Miss
bad I could hardly get up, and had
Winslow finished her visit to Chicago well known men in New Mexico and dow. Morris stopped and his hand backache all the time, and was almost
to
man
to
redeclared
be
awaka
above
went
him
his eyes as if he weer
tired of living, t saw an ad of Foley
and returned to her duties as teleening from a dream. But it was no Kidney Pills and after taking one bot
phone operator In Philadelphia. The proach. i
takBut he was doomed to disappoint- dream voice that said: "Helen, I want tle I was better, and when I had
film in which she unconsciously had
en two more I was thoroughly cured."
a part was completed and reproduc- ment, temporarily at least. Miss Win-slo- you to meet my friend, Mr. Morris. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
lived in Philadelphia and had Mr. Morris, Miss Helen WinBlow. Co.
tions of it sent out over the country
late this spring. One of the films been merely a visitor in Chicago when There; now, didn't I tell you not to
landed in Roswell, Chaves county, she had stepped into the moving pic- go to Philadelphia?"
Sick headache is caused by a distures.
Of course, the result was inevitable.
New Mexico.
stomach.
Take ChamberIt must have been the forlorn ex- What girl could resist the impetuous ordered
Late one afternoon when James
lain's Tablets and correct that and the
come
over
followed.
two
Morris'
weeks
For
face
that
wooing
that
Mills
rode his pinto into pression
Herndon
For sr.la
headaches will dlnarmear.
showered
the girl of hi3 by all dealers.
Roswell he litle suspected what fate when he heard this doleful news that Morris
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The greater part of th,e next day the
good housewife had to stay in a hot
kitchen, bending over the Ironing
board, taking countless steps back
and forth after hot irons.
ine patient washing machine was
a great .improvement but it was not
until it was hitched to an electric
motor, which did the work of wash
ing and wringing the clothes, that
"Blue Monday" lost much of its indi
go hue. This little motor can be eas
ily attached to the electric light soc
ket by a long flexible cord and when
the current is turned on it will run
the washing machine cr wringer as
long as necessary, ana without attention, for a very insignificant sum.
This was a long step towards the
elimination of wash day drudgery, but
the task of hanging out. the clothes
to dry and the ironing was equally as
heart breaking. Then the centrifu
gal dryer was introduced which elim
inated the hanging, up of the clothes
and dried them in a few minutes, re
gardless of the weather. The con- trifugal' dryer is a metal cylinder
about the size of a wash tub, revolved at high speed by anelectric motor.
When the clothes are whirled at high
speed the centrifugal force draws the
water from the garments to the edge
of the machine where it escapes. A
few minutes of this machine and the
ciotnes are ory enougn 10 iron, me
ironipg machine came to lighten the
burden of ironing day: The mangle,
heated with gas or electricity and
driven by a tiny electric motor, irons
the flat pieces as fast as they can
be fed into it. The rest of the wash
with the electric iron
is finished
which is always not, never has to
be exchanged for a hot iron and saves
countless steps. Best of all the elec
tric iron, which is attached to the
lighting circuit with a flexible cord,
permits the ironing to be done on the
back porch during the hot days in
stead of in the sweltering kitchen.
it used to take two days to do a
The first day,
family washing.
wwhich was usually Monday, was
to sorting the clothes, boiling
and rinsing and
them, scrubbing
hanging them up to dry. When every
piece had to be scrubbed by hand on
a scrubbing board this was a trying
task fit to discourage the strongest
woman. The clothes had to be starch
ed and dried, sprinkled and Ironed,
Job lor
and this task was an
and
ironing,
sized
a good
washing
In the modern home laundry, where
the hot water is always on tap just
the same as the cold, the ,work of
washing requires but an hour or two.
The clothes are not touched except
to place them in the tub and to take
them out. The electric motor does all
the work of washing and wringing,
of rinsing and drying. When the
clothes are ready for ironing, all the
flat pieces, such as sheets and pillow
.poo Ktruikinora and underwear, can
be run through the mangle and iron
ed in! a few minutes. The finer pieces
must be ironed by hand but the electrically-heated
flatiron, always at the
as
Tight temperature, makes this task
houseworic
of
Item
other
as
any
easy
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HAPPY

FARMERS

BUSINESS

They Have Every Cause for Joy on
the Next Thanksgiving Day.

Dun'e Trade

from

From

1912.

the Detroit Free

A marvelously
of 1912 for this

Press. Sept. 12,
fortunate year is this
land of ours. The

OUTLOOK
Report

Gives

g'ood
Eneour-ageme-nt

for all Lines of Business.
the Freeport, 111., Standard. Sept.
Dun's trade report for the past
week gives encouragement for all
lines of business, crops and manuIn part the
facturing enterprises.
report says:
Continuous advance in trade activity is the tenor of the reports from
the principal manufacturing and distributing centers last week. The Advance is both in actual volume of
transactions anil in that confidence
which Is the basis of healthy business.
The big August bank clearings are
a development of present activity and
buoyancy.
Clearings in August gained 4.6 per cent over laBt year, while
during this week they Increased 10.5
per cent, over 1911 and 17.6 per cent,
over 1910. The evidence of these
clearings is confirmed by the current
railroad gross earnings, which show
a gain of 6.8 per cent, over 1911.
Rates of money are hardening in all
parts of the world, a plain response
to the greater movements of trade
and commerce and the bigger demands of new enterprises.
The increased confidence in the financial
markets is illustrated by the, fact
that the August output of new securities and short-ternotes in this
country was $92,000,000 greater than
a year ago. The remarkable consumption of iron and copper products con- tinues to the point of actual capacity,
and all the principal Industries show
11. 1912.

.

government crop report yesterday renews once more the proof that all
things are uniting for the welfare of
Americans.
It is an amazing showing, 300,000,000 bushels of spring
wheat being, reported as in sight,
where last year the yield was only
190,000,000 bushels, and the year before 200,000,000. Added to the winter
wheat, which in spite of the soft wheat
losses in our own section of the country, will still pass the 1911 martc, the
total yield of this grain will run well
above. 700,000,000 bushels, and if private advices are reliable, even above
800,000,000 bushels.
We have had but two years in the
past when the 700,000,000 mark was
passed, 1906 and 1901, and the outlook
is that the return per bushel for the
harvest now available will exceed that
of either of these.
Nor is wheat the only crop that is
practically assured of reaching record
figures.
Corn, potatoes, barley, rye
and some others are already In the
class of bumper yields.
The indications amount to assurance that they
will all exceed any previous aggre-- ,
gate.
While the American fields are teemacross the
ing with their produce
ocean is heard the cry of distress.
Cold weather and prolonged rainfall
'
The land
have played havoc there.
is sodden and unfruitful. What crops
have grown are drowning in flood. satisfactory activity.
The American farmer, with his barns
bulging with the yield of his acres,
PROSPERITY LESSENS CRIME
will get big prices for his big stock
of food supplies.
Secret Service Chief Says That With
A bountiful harvest and a strong
Good Times There Is Less
demand should make the farmer of
this country a happy man on Thanksgiving day.
From the Buffalo. N. Y., Inquirer.
The department of agriculture in
BRIGHTENING WEEKS.
its latest announcement reports bumper crops of corn, white potatoes,
From the New York Commercial, Sept spring wheat, oats, rye and buck11.1912.
wheat.
Each week Is more auspicious than
Business agencies report booming
Its predecessor in the auspicious promIron and steel trade, strong demand
ise of a great business year. This
for cars and decrease in the number
implies according to the laws of trade of commercial failures.
chances several to succeed it. With
The most novel sign of prosperity,
immense uniform crops as a foundais recorded by Chief John
however,
tion, accompanies by conditions in the E. Wllkle of the United States secret
Old World much lesii favorable, it service. "Whenever work Is
plentiful
gives this country . place of vantage and employment
easily obtainable,"
which it has raraly if ever experisays Chief Wilkie, "crime is less, and
enced, so concurrently do the general this rule, which has been demonIn
run
and
our
abroad
facts at home
strated by years of experience, apFavor.
as much to eounterfeitlng as to
plies
A significant fact is that New York
offenses against the law."
other
(or the last week has been put to its
As a general proposition easy times
to
accommodate
adequately are the times freest of crime, Indicattrumps
the immense. throngs of business vising that distress is the cause of much
itors. No city is better supplied with law
breaking..
such resources of hospitality, but they
have been strained to the uttermost
BANKS SHOW PROSPERITY.
ilnce the middle of August. There is
transour
the
of
in
capacity
nothing
From the Belolt, Wis., Free Press, Sepportation lines which does not fully
tember 11, 1912.
conjo.'n with the sanguine outlook that
Bank deposits are a sure indicator
pervades the whole country.
of prosperity in a city, and on this
Whiie all the activities of trade are point Belolt banks show a steady inuotablt now they will be vastly more crease and this city on this score
so in a few weeks.
compares most favorably with the
outside world. Total deposits In the
Should Net Imperil Prosperity.
four banks according to the current
statements aggregate $4,848,4(8.46, of
From the Buffalo, N. T., News.
The current number of Dun's Re- which $2,569,371.14 represent the savview remarks upon the steady advance ings of the people. Rockford with
in trade activity, according to reports three times the population has little
of
from various business centers in all more than double the amount
parts of the country. The advance, it money on deposit in her seven banks.
Figuring Belolt's population at 18,000,
says, is both In actual volume of business and in that confidence which is which is probably conservative, the
the basis of health in business.
per capita deposits in the banks
It is well to remember these things amount to $2.41, which is a pretty
when one is considering the outlook. good showing.
The situation together with the magnificent crops of the year explain why
Can Be Affected by Politics.
business men are less and less inclined
Clews, the Now York finanHenry
to imperil prosperity by overturning
cial expert, says in his weekly letter
the government.
that business conditions are good,
especially in the west, but he points
Era of Greatest Prosperity,
that they may become unsettled by
From the New York Telegraph.
political developments.
It is pleasant to note that the
There .were good times before the
opinions of leading business men and last Democratic administration, but
watchers of the country's financial they soon became bad times. The
pulse are that an era of the greatest country does net want history, to reprosperity is on its way.
peat itself.
E2
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Are The Logical Results of Installing the

Und. erwood'

Typewriter

Exclusive Underwood Features Hake Possible the Most
Important Labor-SavinSystems of Modern Accounting
g

The ever growing demand puts the annual sales cf Underwoods far
ahead of those of any other machine making necessary the largest typewriter factory and the largest typewriter office building in the world.
Such a demand from business men everywhere is unquestionable
dence of the practical mechanical superiority of

evi-

"The Machine You Will Eventually Buy"

Underwood Typewriter
3og North Oregon St,
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El Paso, Texas
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Entered at the postoffice at East By A. F. Zahm in Popular Mechanics
A dramatic and crucial incident In
lias Vegas, New Mexico, for transmisour
mails
pleasant relations with the rep
sion through the United States
resentatives of France at the Bennett
as Becoud class matter. '
aviation contest, on the ninth of last
September, occurred in the evening,
SUBSCRIPTION
TERMS OF
when the officers of the Aero club" of
Daily, by Carrier:
were entertaining the victori
Illinois
.OS
v
$
Far Copy
15 ous Gallic sportsmen at a dinner in
One Wwk
65 Chicago..
The Americans
7.60

had drunk to the
their
of
health
conquerors, and
happy
Daily by Mail
$6.00 felicitated them, on their splendid per
One Year
particularly that of Ved3.00 tormances,
Six Months
lines, who had flown 124.8 miles at
a speed of 105.5 mllesi an hour, and
WEEKJ.Y OPTIC AND STOCK
one lap had set a new world's rec
in
GROWER
Their
ord at 109.4 miles an hour.
One Year
$2.00
with
vivacious
responded
guests
Blx Months
'.. 1.00 characteristic
felicity. They express'
twentieth time that day
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- ed for the
their
appreciation of the
grateful
tions)
and constant
welcome
spontaneous
Remit by draft, check or money
received. In
had
attention
kindly
they
rder. H sent otherwise we will not
for bis
Vedrines,
conclusion,
speaking
be responsible for loss.
voiced the hope that they
countrymen,
Specimen copies free on applicamight do as graciously for American
tion.
representatives at the Bennett race
in France next summer. One of their
ALL, PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT
a prominent clubman, assured
hosts,
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
him, half in jest half In earnest, that
PAID FOR
an American airman would of course
go abroad and bring back the avia
are
Advertisers
guaranteed the tion cup to the country where it has
largest dally and weekly circulation spent two of the three years of its
of any newspaper In northern New existence. Vedrine's
aspect changed
Mexico.
in an Instant. He waa no longer the
modest alien, politely thanking his
TELEPHONES
friends for hospitality. He, by official
BUSINESS OFFICE....... ..Main 2 record made that day, and by merit of
NEWS DEPARTMENT ... ...Main 9 most
arduous, most ydllant flylngall
over Europe, was now the world
greatest airman; he was the guest of
MONDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1912.
honor, and, for the occasion, chief
representative of France. With head
CAPITALIZING A CHIME
erect, and eyes flashing the true spor
tive fire, he waved his hand to the
The example of Governor Wilson jesting spokesman across the table,
John M. Harlan, J. Adam Bede and and said In a ringing voice: "I defy
, other
political opponents or Colonel you to take the cup from France next
Roosevelt in cancelling engagements year. We would rather see America
that would place them In the light win It than any other people ; but in
of taking advantage of a wounded the name of my country, I defy Ameri
man's disability might well he fol can sportsmen to take from us the
lowed by the Bull Moose
organs Bennett aviation cup in 1913; yes,
which are working the "dramatic" defy you to win in three years In an
'
and "human Interest" features of the American made machine."
The challenge was applauded una
deplorable attack overtime, says the
Kansas City Journal. Mr. Bryan is nimously. It was not received as
sneered at Because he sees fit at boast, for it hadi not been so given
such a time to make a political It was the impulsive outburst of th
speech attacking the principles for most adroit ana nery artist or a na
which Roosevelt stands, and the most tion known to be aviation-mad- .
At
punctiloua observance of the polite the last two annual contests for the
amenities are Insisted upon by the world's speed championship, France
Bull Moosers,
had sustained glorious defeats ; for on
But In the mean time every avail both occasions the cup had been won
able opportunity to exploit the phases by an alien, educated in France and
of the assault which will make a lit- piloting a French machine. Now she
tle cheap political capital is eagerly was enjoying a glorious victory in
eelzed
by these same organs. The which no other nation could stand
Vedrine's
defiance
people do not need such, constant- re- even second.
. minders that Colonel, Roosevelt is a therefore was cordially hailed as
man of courage. Efforts to make the challenge to all America to do someobvious and the expected unduly thing great for a noble science and
.heroic result in overdoing the mat art, as achallenge to our aeronautlo
ter. In the opinion of sensible people. investigators, our aeroplane designers
The average man soon tires oi and constructors, our . airmen, our
"mushy" heroics. There is no occa- wealthy patriots and sportsmen. The
sion for getting "sloppy" over this challenge was issued by a pilot who
case. Everybody has rejoiced that cares more for the advancement of
the injury is no more serious than It aviation than for its emoluments:
Is, and the colonel advises everybody liPHt who, while other airmen were
to go right ahead with the campaign flying mainly for money, had applied
his best energies to develop greater
Just as before.
Mr. Bryan is quite right and Roose- speed In flight, and to that end had
velt agrees with him when he con- exerted unremitting pressure upon the
tends, that, no matter how deeply the designers and the manufacturer of
madman's attack may be deplored, the beautiful Deperdussin monoplane.
from
nevertheless a political
campaign Virtually the challenge comes
must be waged around
principles France herself, the nation which, by
of her aeronautical
rather than around men and by those the
principles every candidate must stand laboratories, her scientific designers,
or fall. The sympathy which degen- her specialized manufactories of proerates into mawkish
sentimentality pellers, and engines and of aeroplane
ought to play no part in a presiden- fiaming, by her munificent private and
tial campaign.
governmental patronage, has, since
o
the advent of public flying, manifestin
ed such admirable leadership
CONNAUGHT AT LUNCHEON.
Toronto, Ont, Oct. 21. The Duke aviation.
America is too magnanimous, too
of Connaught, governor-genera- l
of
Canada, arrived here by special train wealthy and , populous, to decline,
an
from Ottawa early this alternoon in without deep humiliation, such
v
acceptance of an invitation to be the honorable challenge.
And If we accept the challenge we
guest of honor at a luncheon given
at the King Edward hotel 'iy the C,r can hope to succeed only by strenuous
nadian club ot Toronto.
prolonged and systematic preparation.
A winning monoplane is not designed
TENNESSEE I. O. O. F. MEET. in a day. Nor is the art of flying it
Clarksville, Tenn., Oct, 21. From learned in a day.
all parts of Tennessee, members 'of
WESTERN HANDICAP SHOOT
,the Independent Order of Odd Fellows are arriving at Clarksville to
Springfield, 111.1, jOct 21. Several
participate in the annual meetings oi hundred amateur and professional
the grand encampment and the grand trap shooters, including some of the
lodge. The former will convene to- best In the country, faced the traps
morrow and the grand lodge will at Harvard park today In the prelimmeet on Wednesday. The Rebekahs, inary events of the annual western
the women's auxiliary ot the order, handicap tournament. The meet is
will be In session from Tuesday until being held under the auspices of the
Illinois Gun club.
Friday.
-
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POSTMASTUl
RESIGNS
Clovis, N. M., (ict, 21. Clovis is
temporarily without a postmaster, W.
Davis, who has bes-holding the
having resigned, following
position,
the second robbery of the office with
in two months. In the meantime, Miss
Ata Appleton, assistant postmistress.
Is directing the affairs of the office.
Two months ago the office was
robbed of a lot of stamps and about
STORY IS FOUNDED ON LEGENDS two weeks ago another robbery of
OF THE BLACK FOREST
mysterious origin occurred, $400 in
IN GERMANY.
cash being secured this time by the

BEE"

A N

HAS A PRETTY

On Account of
"DS-APL-

VIIv-

PLOT

EUROPEAN NATION DARES US TO THE SENATOR,
HOWEVER, PRE
BEAT HER AVIATORS IN
FERS TAFT TO THE PROFAST FLIGHTS
GRESSIVE ASPIRANT.

One Month
One Year

October

monday,

CLARK SAYS THAI "SPINNING

AMERICANS BY

(Incorporated)
M.

-

'

i

rrr

JUBILEE

E"

At EI Paso
October 23rd to 25th
-

itnti

theif or, thieves.
The one-ac- t
Postoffice Inspector Smith has
opewctta "The Spin
Tickets on sale October 21 to 35, final return
ning Bee." to be presented in he been here checking up the robbery.
Duncan opera house on Friday even In order to protect Eis bondsmen,
limit October 27th.
lng, November 1, ha3 an interesting Postmaster' Davis deposited money In
story running through It about tue the postoffice to cover the shortage. peasant girls of the Black Forest
The Roond Trip
Fare For
who go abroad each spring of the
HANNAH TO BE BISHOP.
which
to
their
sell
handiwork,
year
Washington, Oct. 21. Dr. Edward
they have made during the long win W. Hannah, professor of
theology at
ter months. On the return of the St. Bernard's
at
seminary
Rochester,
travelers a "Spinning Bee" is held N.
Y., has been appointed by Pope
ex
her
relates
each
and
peasant girl
Pius auxiliary bishop ot San Fran
periences while In" foreign parts.
to a cablegram re
The scene shows the garden of cisco, according
ceived
by
Monslgnor Bonano,
today
old "Mother Lisas" where the "Spin
the apostolic delegate.
neld.
the
is
cast
of
Bee"
The
ning
play will be as follows:
MAN RUNS AMUCK.
Mother Lisa, an old lady, Miss Al
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED' AT YOUR 000H
Oct. 21. John Pera, a
ice Connell; Eva, the sailor lass, Miss 'Chicago,
and Barbara, mill worker, was shot and killed last
Mary Lowry; Ellen,
who traveled together, Miss Keoe night by a policeman in South Chi
Sands and Miss ellie Wtolls; Una, cago, after Pera had stabbed four
who 6a w Russia, Mits Hazel Webb; men, three of whom were painfully
Dora, interested in geography. Miss Injured. Pera was pursued- through
Chela Van Petten; Norah, pf the Em- the streets by a mob after an attack
erald Isle, Miss Clara Robbins; Tina, on three of th men with his knife.
who went to America, Miss Elizabetn When Detective J. F, Sullivan at;rs; Seperal, who wants to show tempted to arrest him, Pera turned
f
on the officer with the weapon, slashhis courage, Miss Elizabeth Parnell
to-little girls: Anna, Grace, ing his arm. Fearing further harm,
Eight
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
Maud, Ruth, Ida, Mabel, iama, Mar Sullivan fired.
OVERLAND MOD8! 59 T
garet, are as follows: Miss De Saix
Miss Gladys
Evans.
McVey, Miss
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 21. The SanHelen Nahm, Miss Ruth NeafUB, Miss
New York, Oct. 21. Selling presta Fe county commissioners gathered
Loraine Trainer, Miss Ruth Winters,
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
here today to certify as to the
sure and light trading were the notMiss Pearl Ellis, Miss Julia Ettinger,
amount of indebtedness of Santa Fe
able characteristics ot today's marshow you.
Maidens of the Black Forest are the
ket. Steel, Reading, Canadian Pacifcounty covered
by the bonds and Misses Ruth
AckBessie
Anderson,
ic and a few other leaders sold off
judgment.
Having certltied to the
Julia Fleck, Florida Gallegos,
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co,
board of loan commissioners, the lat- erman,
to attract attention. Copsufficiently
Anna
Ruth
Lillian
Jones,
Horton,
ter will go over the old bonds and if
less here than abroad.
Hilda Nelson pers yielded
Mayer, Ruth Nahm,
they are found all rign they will orValley was the one exception
Lehigh
Phone Main 344.
Whalen, & Fowler Props
Emilia
der the Issuance of new Btate bonds Dewey Nisson, Maryel Papen,
of the railways, gaining, a point.
Katherine
Reed,
Paulson,
Josephine
The market closed weak. Tne
bearing not over 5 per cent interest.
Alice Tipton and Jessie
Bird S. Coler, Charles A. Spless Seelinger,
greatest
activity occurred in the final
Woods.
and others much interested in these
hour when urgent selling of the lead
Miss
vio
Frances Myers;
Pianist,
old bonds are here. It is said all of
ers resulted in net losses of from z
Miss Virginia Floyd, Miss Lucy
the famous and much tSTTked (of lins,
to 3 points. Further foreign liquidaMiss
and
Ruth
Seelinger.
bonds are accountable for with the Myers
tion was ascribed as one of the
causes of the decline.
exception of two. It Is also, said that
MOST
YOUR MONEY
DARROW'S SECOND TRIAL.
while holding six of these old bonds
Standard stocks gradually weaken
their owner, a woman, has gone inLos Angeles, Cal., Oct. 21. The ed again owing to the concentration
sane.
case of Clarence S. Darrow, the Chi of speculative interests in' the maniCorporation Matters.
cago attorney who was chief counsel pulated specialties.
A certificate was filed dn the office for the defense in the McNamara dyThe closing sales were as follows:
of the corporation commission for the namiting cases, was called for trial Amalgamated Copper
87
extension of tlie corporate existence In the Superior coii.-- - today before American Beet Sugar
126
foot
.,n Qm
of the Globe Express company.
Judge W. M. Conley of Madera coun Atchison
.....105
Articles of Incorporation were filed ty, whom acting Governor Wallace Great Northern
137
by the New State Realty company, assigned to try the case. Darrow Is New York Central
114
with office at Albuquerque and A. B. to be tried on an indictment charg Northern Pacific
125y8 5 cents lower. Bulk of sales $S.40(g)
December corn opened unchanged
Robertson statutory agent. The com ing him with having bribed Robert
rwauiU6
1174 8.50; heavy $8.608.80; packers and to Va off at 53
to , sold at 5
pany is incorporated at $50,000 divid Bain, the first juror sworn to try Southern Pacific
109
butchers
JA
f8,30
and
to 53. The close
receded
lights
8.408.75;t
ed into 5,000 ehar.es at $10.
The James B. McNamara. On an Indict- Union Pacific
::....170 865; pigs $6.257.50.'
was steady at 53 .tor December, a
company begins with $2,000 capital. ment charging him with a similar of United States Steel
77
Sheep Receipts 30,000. Market 10 loss of
cent net.
The stockholders are Julius O. fense Darrow was tried and acquitted
114
United States Steel, pfd
to 20 cents lower.
Muttons $3.50
December oats started a thade up
Schwentker, 65; Robert D. Ronoho, several months ago.
4.50; lambs $6.007.25; range weth-er- s at 32
.
and fell back to 32
65 and Jose L. Costillo, 70.. All are
and yearlings $3.805.50; range
Weakness at the yards carried down
of Albuquerque.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
Wm. A. Allen, Chacon,
N.
Mex.
ewes ?2.504.00.
First sales were 2 to
provisions.
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 21. Cattle
An amendment was filed changing
writes: "My wife had a cough that
10 cents lower, with January $19.25
,U&0
the name of the Wmejo Coal and
south28,000,
Receipts
including
nearly choked her to death, the worst
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
to $19.27
for pork; $10.95 to $11
Coke company to the Dawson Fuel I ever saw. We tried everything we erns. Market 10 cents lower. Native
could think of but did her no good. steers $6.5010.60; southern steers
Chicago, Oct. 21. Wheat rose today for lard, and $10.22
and Sales company.
for ribs. The
By good luck I happened to get a bot- $4.255.90; southern cows and hell- cn account of higher insurance rates closing quotations were:
Collier Resigns.
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com ers
Mounted Policeman J. W. Collier, pound and
native cows and against Russia. The opening here was
Wheat, Dec.
$3.259.00;
May 96.
it helped her at once.
to
Y up.
December started
for the past five years ofthe New is tne Dest cougn medicine I erer heifers $3.757.50; stackers and teenCorn, Dec. 63; May 52.
'
to
touchMexico mounted police, has resigned. heard of. O. G. Sohaefer and Red ers $4.507.50;
bulls
Oats, Dec.
$3.755.25; at 92 to , a gain of
May 34.
Cross Drug Co.
His home is. In Estancla,
and ascended to 92. The
.western steers ed 92
calves $5.008.50;
Pork, Dec. $19.25.
Mr. Cooper Here.
$5.008.75; western cows $3.256.0U. close was steady with December, a
Lard, Dec. $10.9092.
TRAVELER KILLS HIMSELF,
8,000.
Market shade up at 921
Ribs. Dec. $10.22.
Sidney W. Cooper of the departHogs Receipts
ment of agriculture, is here from
Ocl 21. Robert
Galesbupg, .Jll.,
Roswell and was a caller today at the Ludwlg, a ranch owner living near
office of State Engineer French. Mr. Cambridge, Idaho, took his own life
Cooper was the one .who got the In the police station here today oy
drainage law passed during the last cutting his throat with a jack knife.
He says about 90 per Ludwig was on his way from Idaho
legislature.
cent of the land orong
the Rio to visit his parents in Germany, m
Grande from San Felipe to San Mar-cia- l worrying about tne trip his mind beis in need of drainage.
came unbalanced' ana he left the train
at Galesburg and asked to be locked
ENGLAND HONORS TRAFALGAR. up In the city jail. He hau with him
over J600 in currency ana gold, beLondon, Oct. 21. Today was the
F YOU have had the good fortune to have seen the Beautiful Line of Merchandise of all
107th anniversary of the battle of sides a ticket through to ...w York.
Trafalgar and the death of Lord Nelkinds we are showing for winter you know what it is. If you missed seeind it you have
son, and the occasion was observed
POLICE IN CONTROL.
in London and
Ely, Nev., Oct. 21 The Ely dls
many parts of the
missed seeing something worth while-Eve- ry
customer we have had has been so well pleased
country. The Nelson Column in Tra- trict is controlled now by the state
falgar Square was, as usual, decorat- police and there is little apprehened and large crowds gathered there sion of further disorders resulting
this Season that they are coming back again next, j Will YOU be with us before long-You- 're
to see the large number of floral trltt from the strike of miners and mill
utes which had been placed there on men. The coroner's inquest, into the
invited.
behalf of many branches of the Navy deaths of two Greeks killed at
conin
smelter
all
league
by
parts of the word, and
guards has been
of relatives and friends of officers tinued until Wednesday morlng bj
and others who served under Nelson direction of Governor Oddie. One enIn the famous Jiattle. Wreaths were gine began work at Copper Flat thiE J
also placed on the Nelson monument morningi
in St. Paul's cathedral.
INSTRUCTING THE YOUNG. MISSOURI BAPTISTS MEET.
Oct. '21 The I
Ore.,
Portland,
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 21. The branches of the Women's Christian
l
.
.
Baptist State Association of Mis- Temperance Union, holding its. ansouri met for its annual convention nual convention in this city, which
"The
Stein
in this ctiy today and will continue have to do with the instruction of
Boy
M
l.
in session until Friday. Edward W. young as to the evils ot intemperance,
Stephens of Columbia Is presiding. A held their first meetings today, while
It
J i: y
I
i
Scout
,11,
notable list of speakers appear on the national organization itself did
,
C&fiJ
teas
the program, among them being Dr. not meet until late in the day. The
fe)
suits
Shoes
E. R. Ray of the ISouthern
Baptist young people's branch opened its conMissionary society. Dr. William Wil- vention under the leadership of Miss
liamson of St. Louis, and Dr. J. P. Rhena E. O. Mosher, the general
Green of William Jewell college. '

Senator W. A. Clark passed!
through Las Vegas yesterday afternoon in his prlvatei car en route from
Salt Lake City to Jerome, Ariz.,
where a large smelter Is being erect
ed to handle the metal from one oi
In an interview
the Clark mines.
with a representative of The Optic
Senator Clark stated that as he had
just returned from Europe he was
not in any position to make any statement regarding the political situation.
Being a democrat, he stated, howev
er, that, of course, he believed Wil
son would be the next president of
the United States. When asked a
to his preference Between President
Taft and Mr. Rooseve.lt, Mr. Clark
stated that he would much rather
than
see President Taft
witness Mr. Roosevelt in the presi
dent's chair again, as he consider
ed that Mr. Roosevelt as president
would be a dangerous man owing to
his demagogic ideas and his lack of
respect for the courts.

10.30

D. L.

BATCFlELOF, Agent.
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We Are Outfitters From Head to Foot For The Whole Family
-

Store of Quality"

HLVPf In,

E.LasVegas.
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VEGAS DA.LY

PEBSONALS

JUST RECEIVED

W. A. Moore of Albuquerque was a
visitor in town today,
Thomas Zellar of La Cueva was
a visitor in Las Vegas today.
T. B. Anderson of
Albuquerque was
a visitor in Las Vegas today.
William Heath returned last even
ing from a several days' visit in El
Paso.
Oden Clapper, a incner of Cher
ryvale, was a visitor in Las Vegas
today.

Another shipment of Ladies
and Misses

Coats and Suits
in all the latest styles. The
best New York and other
leading fashion centers can
produce at prices to suit everyone.

DRESSES
Call and see them whether
01

Hoffman

not.

&

Graufearlii

THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
AgtBlt Ar tbt Ntw

Un

10c

PRICES
Opposite The

Si. 95
Rayo $2.25 Lamps
Perfection $4.50 Oil Heaters
$3.75

Glass Churns.....
165
Jones left Saturday evening
Clothes Wringers
2.50
for a several days' business
trip to
Scrubbing Brushes 10c to 25c
the east.
Louis Rudulph drove out to Roci- SEE US FOR HEATING
ada yesterday and is expected to re
turn to Las Vegas tomorrow.
STOVES
J. A. Baca left yesterday afternoon
for Albuquerque
ana will remain
60c for 75c printed Linoleum
there several days on business.
Dr. H. W. Houf returned this after
70c f&r 85c printed Linoleum
noon from Santa
e where he was
95c for ?1.25 Granite Inlaid
called yesterday on a professional
Linoleum.
visit.
1.25
for 1.45 Inlaid Lino
Perry Onion left ""Saturday evening
leum.
111., having been called
1.35 for $1.60 Inlaid Lino-- .
these on account of the deatn of his
sister. Miss Belle Onion.
leum.
James March leit yesterday afteroff on all White Bed
noon for Douglas, Ariz., where he has
Quilts.
taken a position with the El Paso
75c for $1.00 Bicycle Package
and Southwestern railroad.
Carriers.
E. R. Russell returned Saturday
90c for $1.25 Bicycle Package
evening from a busisess trip to Wat-rouCarriers.
Wagon Mound and other towns
along the line north of here.
C. D. Boucher left for
Albuquerque
yesterday afternoon and will remain
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Trumbull left
in the Duke City for several days atthis
morning for their ranch at
the
Masonic
tending
grand lodge
making the trip in their auto
meeting.
Bert Kelly, local agent for the mobile.
Walter Hayward went out on a catWells Fargo and Company express,
left yesterday afternoon for Denver, tle buying, trip yesterday, driving to
being called there on account of the the McCormick ranch in the El Cuer
vo district.
illness of his father.
J. H. Minis, who recently went to
Mrs. J. E McMahon and her daughter, Miss Mildred McMahon, left yes- El Paao for the 'purpose of spending
terday afternoon for Clovis after hav. the winter, returned to Las Vegas
ing spent several days in Las Vegas this morning and has taken his former position with the Hub clothing
visiting Miss Mary McMahon.
George A. Kinkel left yesterday af- store. Mr. Mims states that Las Vehim and that
ternoon for Albuquerque where ne gas is good enough
will attend the meeting of the Ma- the climate and other attractions are
sonic grand lodge, which is to oe far superior to "those of El Paso.
held in the' Duke City this week.
C. S. Williams, cashier of the
Herbert W. CiarK, cnairman of the Wells Fargo and Company express
state republican committee, returned returned last evening from Idaho,
Saturday evening irom Santa Fe where he has been spending the past
where he had been speeding sever- two w(eeks. Returning with Mr. Wilal days looking after political mat- liams was Mrs. C. S. Williams, who,
ters.
until the time of Mr. Williams' trip
was Miss Wave Kdna
Guy Gardner left yesterday after to Idaho
noon, accompanying the ibody of Tula White of Boise. Mr and Mrs. Wilbrother, Carl Gardner, who died' at ' liams' have taken apartments in the
the Las Vegas hospital last Friday, Wells Fargo building where they will
to his old home In Wabash, Ind., ' reside.
Rev. Father Francis O'Connor left
where the burial is to take place.
for ttenvei
M. W. Potsch returned last even- yesterday
afternoon
ing from a three weeks' trip through and while there he will attend the
New Mexico and the panhandle of dedication of the new Roman CathTexas in the interests of the Wyeth olic cathedral, which will take place
Hardware company. Mr. Potsch re- on Sunday, October 27. On his way
ports that the business conditions home Father O'Connor will stop off
throughout the state are excellent for several days at Pueblo and will
and that conditions in the panhandle be the guest of Rev. Louis N. Doughof Texas have nev,er before been as erty, who is now
chaplain ot St.
Mary's hospital at Pueblo.
good as they are now.

Ptnent

PHONE MAIN 104

1-- 5

George Glaha of Raton was a visitor
in town today.
Henry Shaw is here from Mora on
:a short business visit
Colonel R. E. Twitchell left this
'afternoon on a several days' business
'
trip to Albuquerque.
Judge H. L, Waldo, solicitor for the
Santa Fe railroad, returned from Colo-

rado Springs this afternoon.
Mrs. E. A. Comfort left this afternoon for Albuquerque, where she will

visit friends for several weeks.
J. A. Conley of Raton, master mechanic of the Santa Fe railroad, was
a visitor in Las Vegas today.
J. M. Abercromble,
a prominent
rancher of Antonchico, was In Las
Vegaa today on a brief business visit
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Greenclay and
son this afternoon returned from
Denver where they have been visiting
:for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Baker, who have
been the guests for several days of
Professor and Mrs. J. C. Baker, left
this afternoon foj; California where
they are to reside.
D. Orr, superintendent of the river
division of the Santa Fe railroad, will
pasa through Las Vegas this evening
on private car No. 405 etached to train
,
Ko. d en route from La Junta to
Win-slow-

Ariz.
Harry English, business representa
tive of, "The Rosary" company, was
in town today .making final arrange-

ments for the presentation of "The
Rosary" to be given at the Duncan
opera house, October 30.
Rev. W. C. Merritt, secretary for
Mew Mexico and Arizona of the International Sunday School association, arrived in Las Vegas this after
noon ad yill attend the meetings of
the eounty Sunday schools cenvention
to be held in Las Vegas today and to
morrow.
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Al R. Feriter of Albuquerque was
a visitor In Las Vegas today.
John D. W. Veeder left this afternoon for Springer where he will be
a vlsltof for several days.
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero,
who was a visitor in Las Vegas yes . ..
1
l
mum?, rtuiuuttu 10 santa e mis
morning.
Mr. and A. A. Kroenlg and her two
and Ernest
children, Ella Kroenlg
Kroenlg, returned this afternoon to
their home near Tlptott. Ernest Kroe
nlg, who was dangerously wounded
by a rifle bullet several weeks ago,
has fully recovered from his wound.
1

X. M. C. A.

A. A.

Also a full line of Ladies'
and Misses'

you buy

THE ROSENTHAL'S

OPTIC,

A, .

i

21,
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Capital

,

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO
.
.
Si 00,000.60
.

OFFICERS AND DlEEOTOiSS
JOHN W. HARRIS, President.
GEO. H. HUNKER, Vfce President

CLEOFiSS ROMERO,
Jce President
CECIL'.O ROSENWALD. Secretary

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The Greater Las Vegas band will
bold a rehearsal tonight in the city
hall. All members are urged to be
present.

Sigmuud Nabm
Daniel Cassidy
Cleofes Romero
Chas. Danzlger
D. L. Bachelor
Elmer E. Veeder
Jose Felix Esquibel

On the complaint of Procopio Valeric, Abran Martinez was arrested
yesterday on the charge of drunkenness and assault with words. After
hearing the case in the city court this
morning, Judge D. R. Murray sentenc
ed Martinez to 15 days in the county

J. E. Brown

Clementa Padllla
Cecillo Rosenwald
Jose A. Baca
John W. Harris

"

.Geo. E. Morrison
Bernhard Appel
Geo. H. Bunkc

I

.

t

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Sigmund Nahnt
Cleofes Romero
Chas. Danzlger

jail.
Ilriban Salazar, who was arrested
yesterday by Special Police Officer
Jesse Hunzaker, was today sentenced
by Judge D. R.. Murray to Berve 15
days In the city Jail in which time
Salazar will have a chance to think
over the error he made yesterday In
getting on just a "plain Sunday drunk"

Trust Company

Peoples Bank &

Cecillo Rosenwald
John W. Harria

r

Geo. E. Morrison
Geo. H. Hanker.

PHONE MAIN 51
The first Servian army Is operat
ing successfully on the road to Ku
manova, which is only 10 miles to
the northeast of Uskup, while the
third Servian army is approaching
the town of Prihtina, 40 miles north
of Uskup.
The Servian troops already have taken the small town of
Novovarosh, five miles from the Ser-

BATTLEGROUND TO DE

EUROPEAN TURKEY
Marcos Quintana, who claims to be
resident of Las Vegas, was brought
before Judge D. R. Murray this morn
(Continued From Page One)
ing by Santa Fe Special Officer H,
T. Newby, who arrested Quintana at
the railroad station and found on him referred to, even in private letters.
vian, frontier.
a 'J32caliber revolver and a box of
Turkish Town Captured
cartridges. After paying the costs and
Belgrade, Oct 21. A Servian col
SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL
receiving a severe lecture from the
court regarding the "toting" of fire- umn, commanded by General JaukoYale, 6; Army, 9.
vitch, captured the Turkish entrench
arms, Quintana was discharged.
Michigan, 7; Ohio, 0.
ments at the village of Podujevo, on
Harvard, 46; Amherst, 0.
Juan Pollack, who, it isl charged, re the road to Priztlna, during the night. Cornell, 6; Pennsylvania State, 29
Brown, 30; Pennsylvania, 7.
Leon The Turks, with their Arnaut
cently drew a gun on
retired toward the south, leav
Illinois, 13; Indiana, 7.
Thornhill, appeared beforu Judge D.
R. Murray in the city court this morn- ing their colors, much ammunition, SO
Wisconsin, 41; Purdue, 0.
ing, and through his attorney, Luis oxen and a large quantity of forage.
Chicago, 54; Iowa, 14.
Turkish prisoners taken by the Ser
waived
Polexamination.
Armljo,
Drake, 6; Kansas, 0.
lack's case will come before the grand vians say there were no regular TurMinnesota, 13; Nebraska, 0.
the. Ottoman Ames, 29; Missouri, 0.
jury this fall and Judge Murray has kish troops engaged,
fixed Pollack's bond at $750 for his forces at Podujavo consisting of two
Washington University, 51; Breweiv
provisional regiments of reserves and ton Navy Yard, 0.' .
apearance before the grand jury.
six companies of ArnaBt tribesmen
Princeton, 62; Syracuse, 0.
besides three batteries of artillery. No University of Nevada, 23; St Mary's
details are given as to the casual- 3
BAND WILL PUY AT
ties.
3 Carlisle, 45; Pittsburgh, 0.
Stanford, 14; University of SouthREPUBLICAN RALLY
Turks Harrass Frontier.
ern California, 0.
Oct. 21. Several
Constantinople,
Whitman, 20; University of Oregon,
Turkish successes on the frontier of .
FORMER GOVERNOR WILLIAM
are
Montenegro
MILLS WILL PRESIDE TOColorado School of Mines, 36; Wyo
reported in dispatched from Salonlki, Sharp fighting oc- ming, 0.
MORROW NIGHT.
curred In the districts of Grevitza,
Colorado College, 14; State
. where
Arrangements nave been made for Kirchiska and
College, 0.
the speaking at the Duncan opera the Montenegrins retreated with a Utah, 66, Denver University, 0.
house tomorrow night by former Con- loss of six officers and fifteen men
Dartmouth, 21; Williams, 0.
Multonomah Club, 9; Oregon Agrr
gressman Ralph Cole of Ohio. Far- killed. The Turkish casualties totalmer Governor William J. Mills will led two killed.
cultural College, 0.
preside and the Greater Las Vegas
band will furnish music before and
Servian Regiment Exterminated
"Look here," said the thirsty man,
after the address. Mr. Cole will be
London, Oct. 21. The Seventh regi "the ice In this lemonade 8 melted."
met at the train tomorrow evening by ment of the Servian Infantry is re
"Yessuh," replied the Ganymede of
the following reception committee: ported to have been virtually exter- the rural cafe. "De sheriff
of dishere
former Governor William J. Mills, minated toy the explosion of Turkish county don't 'low us .tQ serve nufftn'
Judge David J. Leahy, a B. Davis, land mines after crossing tho fron- only sof drinks."
Jr., Senator John S. Clark, United tier into the district of Novipazar, acStates Marshal Secundino Romero, cording to a news agency dispatch
more
She (for the
C. D. Black,, an old schoolmate ot from Belgrade.
or less, time) Oh, darling, do you
Mr. Cole; Amador Ullbarri, O. L-really love me?
Gregory, Probate Judge" Adelaldo TaSultantahe Is Taken.
He (a little grimly) Now,
C.
M.
de
Clerk
Baca,
foya,
County
Belgrade, Oct 21. The important
Gladys! Do you want me to put
Lorenzo Delgado, Apolonlo A. Sena, Turkish
position of Sultantahe, on
Sheriff Ramon Gallegos, County As- Mount Oslgova, has been taken by up a cash bond?
sessor Manuel A. Sanchez,
S. the second Servian army, comCrooks, M. M. Padgett and District manded by General
"Solomon was a wise man."
Stephanovitch
Attorney Charles W. vr. ward.
"Oh, he had it easy. There were no
This column is now marching toward
50 miles to the east technicalities in his day, nor did ne
of Uskup, the headquarters of the have to decide cases with the alieniJUDGE LEAHY ASKED
sts; evenly divided."
Turkish Seventh any corps.
Mott-rma-

auxl-liare-

New Mexico Educational

- Association
Albuquerque
v

November 6, 7, 8
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FARE

One and
h
fare for round
trip from all points in New Mexico
and from Trinidad and El Pasa
Tickets on sale November 4 to 8 inclusive. Final return limit November IS.
Attendance means Pleasure and
one-fift-

Profit
Very convenient train service in
each direction.
Excellent hotels and boarding
houses in Albuquerque.
For exact fare from here apply to

D. L. BATCHELOR, Agent
LAS VEQAS, N. M.

Agrl-culturr-

Ogra-Kltine-

'steen-hundredt-

When you have a bad cold you want
the best medicine obtainable go as to
cure it with as little delay as possible. Here is a druggist's opinion:
"I have sold Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy for fifteen years," says Enos
Lollar of Saratoga, Ind., "and consider it the best on the market" For
sale by all dealers.

"Has your member or congress
done anything for you?"
"No," replied Farmer Corntossel,
"we don't expect him to do anything.
Out our way a member of congress
is jes' somebody to tell your troubles
to."

-

look-a-her-

.

Egri-Palank-

oder
Methods
Are Best
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milk and
Mammy now uses Calnmet Baking Powder instead of sour
convenient
big-ca- n
more
is
because
it
and
kind,
the
or
cheap
soda,
because she knows from experience that the baking will be lighter,
daintier and more uniformly raised that it will keep fresh longer.

Calumet is certain of good results it is purer and more wholesome
kind, and more economical in the end.
than the cheap
Give Calumet one trial. If it fails to give you absolute satisfaction
returu it and get your money back. If you don't get Calumet you don't
get the best.
received highest awards
big-ca- n

XV

CHICAGO

World's Pur

M
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It's more economical

IT

Food Exposition, Chicago, Ul.

;!

11

gives best results.

11

uon t be mislead, uuu -- aiumei.
Calumet is far superior to sour milk and soda.

mfcpn unu huv cheaty or bin -- can baking bonder,

more wholesome

PrU Exposition, Franco, Much, 1912

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
FOR RENT Four room
Modern except
house.

furnishA.

heat.

FOR SALE Two tickets to Los Angeles. Cheap. Room 20, Eldorado
Hotel.

TO APPROVE PLAN

"CLOTHE
Cheaper this Year Than Last

PROPOSITION FOR COMPLETING
CAMFIELD DAM AGREED ON
BY COMMITTEE

After spending the greater part of
last week in conference Messrs,
Thorpe and Moore of Denver and the
citizens' auxiliary committee agreed
upon terms under which it appears
feasible for the Colorado capitalists to
undertake the completion of the Cam-fiel- d
irrigation project upon the Lae
Vegas land grant. The plan is said
to safeguard the land grant perfectly
and at the same time make it pos
sible for Messrs. Thorpe and Moore
to do the work under satisfactory con
dltions.
It was announced this morning that
Judge David J. Leahy this afternoon
would meet the citizens' committee
and listen to its proposition.
Judge
Leahy is the legal custodian of the
grant and his word is the last that
may be uttered on. any proposition af
fecting it. Should the proposition
meet with his" approval it is likely the
contract will go to Messrs. Thorpe and
Moore. In the event of the approval
of the plan at this afternoon's meet
ing the grant board will meet and
sign the contract Details of the en
tire transaction likely will be made
public in the near future.

Are

We have come to stay and defy all competition.
nal advocators in this city of

115.00 SUITS
,

We are not imitations BUT the origi-

AND OVERCOATS TO MEASURE

Our shops arc controlled by the MILLS; Hence, Mills to Man direct. This is why we
can save you $10.00 to $15.00 on a guaranteed all Wool Suit.
Our designer has been very busy on the latest styles and fabrics for our several hundred
stores throughout the United States and we satisfy all men.
Suits and Overcoats Made to Measure From Any Pattern in Our Store for $15.00
The largest most reliable price tailoring establishment in the city.

NATIONAL WOOLEN MILLS
608 Douglas Ave

812

Eighth street

East Las Vegas

11

Business,,
Directory

"BRASS COLLARS"

TALKS

i

'MRS. ?. PLIHT,Prop
Cor Grandand 'Douglas Ave.
$ast Las Vegas,, N." M.

MAKE

WILL

FOR THE SANTA FE
SAFETY RALLY IS AN- NOUNCED.

PROGRAM

Topeka, Kan., Oct. 21. The program for the big safety rally of all
the railroads entering Kansas City
to be held tomorrow haS been an.
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
All nlaim have" been com- nnn
M BIEKL, Propietor
Everything Is in readiness
pleted.
for
the
gathering of railway
biggest
416 Grand Ave
employes in the west in many years.
"
Phone Main 447
Topeka will be represented at the
by several hundred employes
meeting
Station
'.Battery Charging
of the Santa Fe and Rock Island.
Automobiles tor Hire
Special trains will leave this city for
Kansas City Saturday afternoon. The
Santa Fe office and shop men, the
Rock Island office men and the Rock
Island shop men from Morton and
P. MACKEL
Herington will gather in this city for
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
the,
rally at Convention hall.
Hanging
Hardwood Finishing, Paper
C. W. Kouns, general manager of
" and
Glaslng.
the Santa Fe at Topeka, will preside.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
will be furnished by the Santa
Muslo
. Old Town
.
.
West Sida Plaza
Fe apprentice band of the Topeka
shops. Addresses also will be made
by W. T. Tyler, general manager of

wv

PETER

.

.

H. C. YOUNG

LAWN .MOWERS SHARPENED
Lock and .liunsmit- h- Bicycle aao
Oet-erRepairine
520-6t- h
E. Las Vegas
Street

the Frisco; Ralph

C.

Richards,

attended by l,6n0 people, President
li. F Bush of the Missouri Pacific-Iro- n
Mountain and the Denver & Rio
Grande spoke, reminding those in attendance of the important work it is
in their power to da m behalf of. the
railways in bringing about better relations between the carriers and the
public, "The railway presidents," he
said, "don't belong to any union. You
are organized and oan protect yourselves, but who 1b there Jto protect
the owners and executives? For the
past five years there have been no
for railroads and they are
game-laalways in season. There baa been a
great deal of misconception on the
part of the public and feeling against
has probably
the railroads which
a orougnt on m part uy me pasi
actions of railway .executives
but I ask your
and loyal support in helping the public to understand that we, too, have
our troubles. We can not continue
to go on as we are going. It is not
within reason that transportation
should be the only line of business
that can carry a continually increas
ing expense with a constantly diminishing compiensation. If the transpor
tation business is to continue as it
should there has got 'to be a change
of sentiment, and we have "got to
have the fair treatment other lines
of business are accorded, or we can
not continue to grow and give the
public the service they demand."
them-selve-

Wicked "

chair-

LOBBY

I

ft

COLUMN
FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
line. All ad vert Is menta charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of word.
Cash In advance preferred.
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WANTED

Position as housekeeper.
or doing housework by young Ger
mau nuuiiii wun nany one year

DORADO

KNIGHTS

OF

and

if rviA

LODGE
NO. - t,
PYTHIAS Mxrt
vry Monday art
ning in Castle Hall

Knights are
lnritea,

Vifiiting

oordmriy

E.
Uebsok
nlnr, Cha n c e 0 1
Uimmander,
Harn
Ma nm. Keeper
vi
Records and SeJL
v'iiaa-

1 1
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LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
7
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Rg- ular conclava Mcamd Tn
day in each moath at Ma B. P. O. ELKS Meets, second aid
fourth Tuesday evening of eaca
sonic Temple at 7: SO p. m. C. D.
mgnth Elks Home on Ninth street
Boucher. 8. C; Chaa Tamme, Re
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothcorder.
ers are cordially invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
No.
ROYAL
CHAPTER
,
VEGAS
LAS
MASONS aegmlar convoca
tion ftrst lieada In each

f

.

1

L

Wanted

EL

oom-.-

rs cordially
invited
. R Mirray.
N. O. Herman, W. tL;
Secretary.
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

Two big tears rolled from under
Harriet's lids and made their way
slowly down her plump cheeks.
"Harriet, dear," said Mrs. Martin,
gently, but with marked firmness, "I
think you'd better go to your own
room for a while.
"She's such a queer child," she
went on after Harriet had disappeared
with a gulp of despair. "She simply
determined that she won't wear her
new dress to the party tomorrow. She
wants to wear her old one!"
Grandmother Hilton, to whom the
remark 'was addressed, passed over
this unnatural state of mind without
comment. "Why doesn't she want. to
wear the new one?" she asked.
"She says it makes her look funny,"
moaned Harriet's mother. "She says
it's not like the other girls' dresses.
Well, I didn't want it to be like the
other girls' dresses. I tried so hard
to make it have a little individuality."
"Oh!" said Grandmother Hilton. "Of
sourse you're right, dear," she said,
after a moment's reflection, "but since
It makes her so unhappy don't you
think it would be better to let her
wear the old one?"
"When she has a perfectly new
one?" cried Mr. Martin, desperately.
At this moment Harriet's tear stained face appeared in the doorway.. ,
"Then can I not go to the party,

BEST AUG

SHORT ORDERS AND RcGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

ANT

--

Chiman, central safety committee,
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
&
L.
F.
Shedd,
Northwestern;
cago
FOR THE WEEK
general safety supervisor of the
Rock Island and others.
C. W, Egan of the Baltimore &
Mondsy.
Ohio will be in charge' of the moving
Start of the
bicycle :'ace at
picture features of the program,
Toronto.
Arena
Gardens,
the
which will
and
show, the
"Right
of
Western
iiandicap
Opening
wrong way to do train" and shop
"How we get hurt,'' and a shooting tournament at Springfield.
work."
111.
drama; "The Workmen's Lesson."
Opening of annual exhibition of St;
Three to five minute talks will be
Louis
Horse Show association.
made by representatives of the rail
Annual field trials
of me New
road lines entering Kansas City on
Hubhardstc-.- i,
at
club
Beagle
the subject of "Prevention of person England
al Injury casualties by the Individual Mass.
Tuesday.
efforts of employes in
Annual field trials of Connecticut
with, the
company." Among, the
Field Trial club, Hampton, Conn.
speakers will be: H. A. Heustis,
Annual field trials or Bay County
switch foreman, Burlington; J.. Beau
Trial club. Bay City, Mich.
Field
mont, signal engineer, Chicago, Great
of annual bench show of
Opening
Western; D. J. Gillies,, general ticket
club.
agent; L. S. Banks', general ticket the Sioux FallsS. D.) Kennel

TflE

THE OPT.IC

--

moata at Maaouo Tem
pi, at 7:10 a. m. M. R.
WilBaJM, H. p.; T. O.
Blood, Secretary.

RANSFORD CHAPTER

HO.

f,

Secretary.
L.

O. O. MOOSE Meets first and
third Thursday evening each month
at W. O. W. hall. Visiting brothers
cordially Invited. Dr. H. W. Houf,
Dictator; 3. Thornhill, Secretary.

O. E.

ATTORNEYS
in
Kaaoftle Ttzt&ia. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
HUNKER
HUNKER
Wortajr Katnw; Jaatea O. Ratledge
Chester A Hunt
Wortajr Fatroa; Mr. Qaorga Tripa, Geo. H. Hunker
Attorneys at Law.
Seeretary. Kwna Mala 821, 120
Laa VjfB.
Naw Mi t
Grand avenaa

fwt aad tail Fridays

old. Apply K., Optic.
mother?" she hiccoughed.
"Harriet," said her mother, sternly, WANTED TO rent or buy' medium
"you will go to that party and you will
LOCAL
size house. Apply 620 Grand avenue, FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
weaj the very pretty and unusual
10J Mea4a
ery
at
Monday
night
looking dress that I got for you. Not WANTED
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas
To buy a good safe. Ap
avenue, at
EAST ROUND
another word, please."
Automobile, Carriage &
'
o'clock.
Visiting
Palaoe
neater are Arrive
Co.
ply
in
to
her
vent
Clothing
Harriet gave
feelings
cordially weioome. 3. JD. Gekrlne. No.
a sudden loud howl. "Oh!" she wailed.
X... . 1:10 p. m..
1:16 p.
pnwldant; J. T. Buhler, secretary: No. 4.
"How can you be so mean to me? I
N. 0. HERMAN
11:10
oi
...11:06
p
C.
Bally, treararar.
don't mind a bit staying at home if
No. 8.... 1:15 a. m
1:25 a, m
Ave
you will let me, but it Will just kill
429
No. 10.... 1:45 p. m
t:l
me to wear that dress. There isn't FOR SALE 6
room modern houst MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
another girl in the world that has one
furnace
heat.
Meet ia the forest of brotherly
Apply B. H. Newlee,
1
like it.
WEST BOUC
can't bear to wear it"
1045 Fifth street
love at Woodmen of the World hall, No. 1
Mrs. Martin looked at. her own
1:20 p. m
..1:46
on the second and fourth
mother. "Did you ever hear anything
6: 10 a. m
6:15 u a
Fridays No.
NEWLY REMODELED
FOR SALE Cood Jack; three years
like it? It's ridiculous!" she exclaimof each month at 8 p. m. C. H. No. ?
4:50 a
4:40 p, m
ed, forlornly.
Private Baths and Lavatories
old; a bargain. Inquire of William
Stewart. Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. No. 9. .. . . .6:35 p. m.. .
.7:00
The atmosphere of the household
Shillinglaw, Investment and Agen
Visiting neighbors are especially
Stea.j Heat Private Telephones
was fraught with gloom during the
cy Corporation.
welcome and cordially invited.
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DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
Rates $2.50 per day and up
rest of the day. Harriet's swollen
by local applications, as they cannot
AMERICAN PLAN
eyes and general air of desolation FOR SALE Household
furniture and J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541 reach the diseased portion of the ear.
gave the place the effect of a tomb.
Special Kates by Week or Month
There is only one way to cure deaf902 Third street
house
for
rent
I. O. of B B.
went
who
upfather
Harriet's
Meets avary first ness, and that is by constitutional
When
Wednesday.
agent Union depot; J. R. Qulgg, en
Harriet
Tuesday of the month In the vaatry remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Annual field trials of Central Field on the general principle that
In the District Court of the Fourth gineer; H. P. Rippetoe, yardman; D.
should be allowed to do exactly as he FOR SALE One house and lot; one
rooms of Temple MonteHore at t inflamed condition of the mucous linO.
Hamilton,
Trial
club,
tor
the E. Yarborough, roadman, and F. W.
Judicial District, in and
house and two lots. A snap for
of the Eustachian Tube. When
pleased so long as it would do her no
o'clock
of
p. m. Vlsitlnjt brothers are ing
show
bench
annual
of
Opening
this tube is Inflamed you have a
County ol San Miguel, State of Twyman of the store department of
bodily injury came home and learned
cash. Must sell this month
See
tnvited
oomJicJly
Isaac Appal rumbling sound or imperfect hearing,
the cause of his daughter's deep dethe Kansas City terminal; W H. Gal- the El Paso- Kennel io.
New Mexico,
Cutler Brothers.
'
President; Charles Greenclay, 8c and when it is entirely closed, dear-nes- s
Thursday.
pression, he laughed. '
Columbia Hughes Vaughan,
lagher, engineer, Missouri, Kansas &
is the result, and unless the In, rotary.
"Well, for goodness sake, why don't FOR SALE Six room modern
Johnny Kilbaue vs. Johnny Albaflammation can be taken out and this-eu- be
Texas; M. L. Coad, engineer, Chicago,
Plaintiff,
house,
he
old
one?"
wear
O.
the
kid
tha
let
10
"
at
Cloumbus,
you
neee.v
rounds,
restored to its normal conditions,
"
furnace heat, two lots, $3,500. Cut KNIGHTS OF
No. 7440 Milwaukee & St. Paul, and W. R.
vs.
'
".
Inquired.
COLUMBUS, COUNC
Friday.
hearing will be destroyed forever;
Branson, W. T. Kirkhan and E. H.
ler
Bros.
arm
G. Vaufihan,
line
the
he
Then
observed
.NO. 804. Meets second and foar
nine cases out of ten are caused br
Young Jack O'Brien vs. Cy Smith,
Stair, station men; W. R. Lane,
Defendant
made by his wife's lips and he knew
Thu-da- y
in O. R C. hall. Plon
catarrh, which is nothing hut an in10 rounds, at New York City.
the
fore
switch
in
no
was
Thomas
use
Keegan,
agent;
there
discussing
To the above named defendant:
flamed condition of the mucous surmembors
c
r
building.
Visiting
Saturday.
dollar
A
new.
silver
matter further.
faces.
You will please take notice that an man; E. H. Clark, conductor; J. D.
race
invled.
road
automobile
G.
Peter
of
the
dlally
Start
Emenaker,
bestowed on Harriet helped to relieve
We will give One Hundred Dollars
action for divorce on the grounds of Martin, engineer; J. H. Green, sec
K., Richard Devina, T. 8
for any case of deafness (caused by
tion foreman; W. B. McCreery, train- from Los Angeles, Cal., to Phoenix, the tension, but the watery little smile FOR RENT CHEAP Five room fur
has
Abandonment
and
which he received was a far cry from
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Ariz.
nished house. Inquire Mrs. Harry
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulbeen begun against you by the plain- man; T, McManus, Toadmaster, and
the joyous peal of laughter that he
athletic
amateur
Annual
I.
southern
O.
O.
LAS
VEGAS
LODGE
NO
F.,
W. F. Kirk, trainmaster, of "the Mis
Vogt.
ars, free.
had hoped for. Consequently he, too,
tiff above named, and that the same
Orleans.
New
at
meet
1. Meets every Monday
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
evening a.
souri Pacific; J. P. Clare, machinist; championship,
was depressed and silent.
la now pending, and that unless you
Football.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit
M. Shockley, wood macninist; J. E.
school FOR RENT After November 1, three
to
had
Harriet
After
gone
Take Hall's Family Pills for constienter your appearance therein on or
Harvard vs. Brown at Cambridge, the next morning Mrs. Martin, with
brethren
Invited
to
at
ing
G.
cordially
W.
Thomas,
Delahunty,
engineer;
nicely furnished modern rooms. Lv
'
fcofore Monday, the 11th day of NovMass.
.
tend. J . D. Fridenstlna, N. G.: pation.'
the air of a defiant culprit, took the
conductor, and L. C. Brown, yardquire Mrs. Bradrick, 510 Main Ave,
Jefferember, 1912, Judgment by default will man, of the Santa Fe, and J. A. Cave
and
into
Yale and Washington
her mother's
Frank Friea, V. G.; T. M, Elwood
bonig of contention
H. E. Archer, merchant of West-ove,
be taken against you.
room. "Now, isn't it a pretty dress?"
and J. J. Rhodes, conductors of the son at New Haven.
Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer
FOR
RENT
rooms
Furnished
for
Ala., states:
"My boy had a
s
she
asked,
Prince
at
The name and address of plaintiff's Union Pacific.
Dartmouth
belligerently.
and
Princeton
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
severe attack of acute bronchitis, so
921 Linco.fi
light
housekeeping.
said
It
Grandmother
Indeed
is,"
ton.
attorneys is Catron and Catron, Suite
severe he; could not get out of bed for
Avenue.
and Lafayette at Hilton with enthusiasm. "It's just as
a week. Tha first few doses of Fo- Catron Block, Santa Fe, New MexPennsylvania
O.
F.
E.
Road
Meets
Saves
Tnes
$30,000.
drat and third
Operator
pretty as it can be, but it is rather
Lley's
Honey and Tar relieved him
ico.
Philadelphia.
RENT-rThree
St. Louis, Octo. 21. Grasping a lo
different from the way most of the FOR
or six light
day evenings each month, at Wood and before we had given him the conIthaca..
Bucknell
at
Cornell
DELGADO.
LORENZO
and
(Soal)
comotive throttle for the first time in
man hall. Visiting Brothers
girls' dresses are made, isn't it?"
eoi tents of one bottle, he waa well. Fohousekeeping rooms. 1011 Tilden
Clerk. his life, Edward Swariter,
Army and Colgate at West Point.
"I wanted It to be different," said
A.
kl
avenue. Telephone Main 254'
ley's Honey and Tar Compound is
to
Invited
attend.
telegraph
dlally
Carlisle Indians and Georgetown at Mrs. Martin, obstinately. "It Is so
continually in our house. It is
kept
switched
at
C
E.
Valley
operator
Park,
Ward. Se
Adler, President;
safe and effective." O. G,
the
dresses
than
much
perfectly
way
Washington.
prettier
and isolated a burning string of Fris-UPRIGHT piano for rant Apply El
rotary.
Red Cross Drug Co.
Schaefer
and
to
want
now
I
made
and
Harriet
are
at
Purdue
and
Chicago.
Chicago
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
co freight cars and saved the railroad
Dorado hotel.
a
little
have
independence."
'
Michigan and Syracuse at Syra
In the District Court, County of San $30,000.
Grandmother Hilton smoothed out
cuse.
-1912.
Aided
the
the
11,
watchman,
only
by
Miguel, September
the
soft folds gently. There was no FOR RENT Strictly modern home
Minnesota and Iowa at Minneapo
Ideal location; elegantly furnished
tyro engineer set switches, coupled
Facundo Herrera
hint of guile in her tone, nor was
lis.
there in her sweet face when she
no sick people. See Cutler Broth
. Zte per 1M lb
No. 7438 cars and drove the locomotive for
MM lbs. or Mora, Each Delivery
vs.
and Northwestern at
Wisconsin
again.
a
spoke
ward
and
like
seasoned
reversed
. 25c
to
Each
ers.
Iba,
it
MM
de
Hernandez
Ida,
V
Mtl
Herrera,
par 1M Ike.
Dellvry
Margarita
MadiBon.
"Don't you think it needs pressing,
Iks. ta IfiOt lbs. East Delivery ..
ear It ifc.
tio
The said defendant, Margarita Her- engine driver, not appreciating the
at
asked.
Genevieve?" she
Kansas and Kansas Agricultural
"Suppose
. 43s per IN la
FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
St fee. te ZM Iba, Each Delivery ,.
nandez de Herrera is hereby notified difficult task until he had completed Lawrence.
you let me run down, to the kitchen
it.
Lena Than N Iba, Each Delivery
choice rooms in the New Elks'
lie pa? Ill lea
out
a
smooth
and
it
that a suit in divorce has been com'
little.','
at
Missouri and Oklahoma
Norman,
The saving of the long train of cars
Mrs'.
Home.
will
mother?"
said
you,
"Oh,
menced against you in the District
from it Oklahoma.
"It does need pressing
Martin
Court for the County of San Miguel necessitated the uncoupling
Ohio State and Ohio Weslejan at and I'm gladly.
beso rushed this morning that I
which
two
cars
of
had
burning,
said
Btate of New Mexico, by
plaintiff,
Columbus.
don't see how I'll get time to do It."
,
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purit
wherein' he prays that by decree of come Ignited from a storehouse,
Alabama and Georgia at Columbus,
Grandmother Hilton's face was still
from
fire
in turn, had caught
which,
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
PUBLIC
SALE
One
black
'
muley
Ga.
this Honorable Court, he may be a
as Innocent as that of a newborn
Famaus--Offic- e
coal yard near the tracks.
701 Douglas Avenue.
on
OTO
also
cow,
left
branded
run
side,
to
when
she
Nash
bab
at
divorce
from
the
and
began
an
absolute
Vanderbilt
gently
Mississippi
granted
mouse
delicate
one
frock.
will
over
iron
the
little
be
the
colored
burro,
said defendant on the grounds of de
ville.
no fault of hers that
"Movies" at K. C. Union Depot.
It was
sold to the highest bidder at City
sertion and abandonment. That un
Virginia and Richmond college at she was surely
suddenly the victim of an at21. Kansas
Oct.
Kansas
Mo.,
October 2G, at 10 a. m. Ben
City,
hall,
Charlottesville.
less you enter or cause to be entered
'
tack of sneezing. It was not until she
new passenger station probably
City's
Coles,
City Marshal.
Ohio
and
University
West
on
or
Virginia
had sneered three times rather deyour appearance In said suit
on" any other station at
it
"have
will
'
Morgan town.
before the 18th da o November, A, in
liberately that she remembered she
the country when it comes to en r North Carolina and Virginia Poly had left the hot iron resting on the
D. 1912, decree Pro Confosso therein
tertaining passengers' while waiting technic at Raleigh.
filmy frock. When she lifted it the
will be rendered against you.
for trains. For in addition to every
Charlestown
- South
imprint of the whole iron showed
and
Carolina
L. C. Ilfeld, Esq., Las Vegas, New
In one place the material LOST One large automobile
else that is known in union sta- College at Charleston.
plainly,
lamp,
thing
Mexico, attorney for plaintiff.
was burned quite through!
Mutely
either on road between town and
tion accessories, Kansas City prob
at
ChattaSewanee
and
Tennessee
LORENZO DELGADO.
she gathered up the dress and meekly .
(Seal)
ably will have a moving picture Bhow nooga.
Harvey dairy or on mesa road. Reshe laid the evidence of her evil doClerk.
in her new station building. The di
, turn to M. Biehl garage and receive
Texas and Haskell Indians at Aus- ings before her daughter.
M
rectors of the Kansas City Terminal tin.
reward. '
'
"I'm afraid I'm getting very carea
such
Classified ads. search out the people to whom
are
company
a'1
contemplating
less and forgetful, dear," she said
amonj
move.
"It was unforgivable."
of those,who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
W. A. Rimes, Uust on, La., writes: contritely.
too
were
feelins
Martin's
Mrs.
room
in
the
deep
will
be ample
There
"Sometime ago I took Foley Kidney
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to ome-on- e
station for such an innovation, and Pills, and must confess the results for words.
was a very happy, gay Harriet
I feel like
It
for
been
have
marvellous,
who
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
would
is
believed
it
moving pictures
I suffered from kidney who danced out of the house thai
a new man.
1 r
well as entertain- and bladder
as
of
hear
prove
profitable
Kidyour property unless it were advertised here.
afternoon on her way to the party,
troubles, but Foley
For over three decades a favorite
f
I
recommend
fixed
will
ing.
ma
Pills
beloved
frock
old
her
little
ney
wearing
medicine
household
forCOUGHS,
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper
t
them to all sufferers from kidney trou- that was "just like the other girls'."
COLDS, CROUP. WHOOPING
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Her mother and her
ble."
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
(and
Heads.
No Union for Railway
grandmother
HARD
COUGH, BRONCHITIS,
Drug Co.
watched her lovingly until she had
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
and STUFFY BREATHING. Take St. Louis, Oct. 21. At the inter
I
trotted around the corner. Then Mrs
4
Railroad
of
the
conference
sort, and musical instruments.
J. W. Copeland, of Dayton, Ohio, Martin's expression became slightly
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe national
and reliable? The Bee Hive on the Y.- - M. C. A., which was attended by purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's cynical.
'"'As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
Remedy for his boy who had
rartonisthemarkof the genuine.' the chief executives f all the leading Cough
"What a forlunate accident that was
a cold, and before the bottle was all
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
of
possible
some
expressions
strong
said
she
as
Tallroads,
turned
Harriet!"
sustitutes.
she
liefuae
used the boy's cold was gone. Is that for
.
,
on
O. G. Schaefer
markets!
railroad
or.
were
heard
the
wicked
best
opinion
grandmother
not better than to pay a five dollar and left the
' Red Cross Drug Co.
situation generally. At the banquet, doctor's bill? For sale by ail dealocs. the stepH.
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tor me, that's sl. HI show him. Boss!
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i ' wcar'n' a
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ground. Sbe yesterday.
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had a quarrel with hia
who wwno
him to marry Grace. father,
CHAPTER
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r.rry wSTsbe

1

sa-e!-
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Itft.T

cd
They were,

'
espect- -

drcped

-

in

to gsk'.. .
.
.
however. ereailT: i . What
.
s the latest vosve heard trom
! T'easetl.
In their discussion, vh eh
.mit
far Into the night. Captain Ek. Cokml Roosevelt this
opinion that the! Buffalo Jones smiled at the news
f
.
and astca timm tn thi, .K.iit it
va. i knew tied puu tnrousn,
cenoueiaent was the result
unexpectea
telta
rnlels
about the meevr(r be- of his interview with Eben.
he
saul. "I've seen him in worse Ex- tween E)!cryEtn
and
deciarea
--1
Een
t Rd will inaka Grace choose betwn hisn
think, pa,- - she said, "that lfs our
havinst a little bit of lead in
tnan
the preacher. Grace flmts h;m ta a
ana mine, to treat him Jest t his .aest But I was a little worried
faint, following tha exciteawnt of Elkaa-ai- 'a cuty. yours
rteit.
liavo. ri oocsbt scow
about hint bavin? so many doctors and
that wa know ir,.l WA- Wf!l fcan iSa
j
I. M
CHAPTER Xl-J- nrt
twfore
Fbco evaot a promis froim Xat aui i secret. And, aa Christians, we should nurses and so much fuss around him.
Graoa that thar w'.il marry.
Rut be ll ha back on the s(umj in a
j fortet and forgive."
j Kyan Ferrer vaa another whoa: five week, and it'll do hint good.
From SaturcayJ
(Continue-j news cf the cegssement
"The colonel's an oid huntir.g pal or
surprised
srAtly. When La Tim A loM him of It, miii yon know. t'v tkasH) palHh-er- s
j at tha dinner table, he dmpjwd
the
mid grissliee with him many a
CHAPTER Xlll.
; knife he was
holding and the greasy time. I know
htm. The way to know
I section cf Eshball
balanced upon it.
In Which the Sea Mist Sails.
Kiaeabf ring what he had seen In tha a miiu is to vet out ia the woods with
That's me. I've stMmpod
They buried Ccptsin Kbeo In the crove be cccld uot understand; but him.
r
littio
cemetery si the rear ( hi? aiio
vivid-Jy- , ihwa.h the mountain snows with hia;
more
even
remeitbered,
s
were j
cf the chapel. The
what Keslah Coifia had promised I've sicm on tite ground with him.
; t0 jo if he ever breathed a word,
a" Vl ,
And Vve seen him eo hungry. I've seen
i
or tne ixegttiar avcaeij,
to Tpwed R.;.tin that that word should tutu ta?e uanser.
wasn t much lor .
p
Mayo, Or. Parker, Kesish CofSn, Mrs. not be breitthed.
i CoV-ttc-i
to
Kocsoelt
go ahead v
little
The
company
scd
Ik.
Iliguins
Kesifih was the life of the gloomy tiiat
It was'
filed out of the cemetery, and Csptaia
speech in Milwaukee.
rarsccsge. Without her the minister j just like him. It wasn't much for him j
."iWT
tie TAlleti
t, Aild hsv TirmVAn
as'
her "Aunt KetiaV at her --request and j 10 !lsk th crowd ,,ot ,0 hmt
I've
him.
setn
was
It
like
j
sssin.
csH
k!m
John."
continued
just
This
to
she
vas in private, cf course; in public him do the same things under dif-- j
he was "Mr. Eilcry and she "Mrs. 0ret circumstances.
---j
CsRin."
Yo.i remember 1 vent to Africa to
In his walks about town he aawjij,
wi(j auinuUs the year
hies of Grace. She and Mrs. Found-- , n
k1,e, Roosevelt's trip over
berry and luf'am isat were stui at there
Welt. I took the same trail
the old home and to oue save themof his for-- i
selves knew what their plans mlcht l:e followed and had many
those
natives
n.er
all
Why,
was
guides.
the
be. Yet odd'y enough. F.llery
first outsider to learn these plans and talked about Roosevelt and bis nerve, j
himself.
that from
f .mis said he w as foolhardy. I told
He met the captain at the corner
they didn't know him as well as j
cf the "Ttirnor one day k.'e In Au- i (I'd. It wasn't beiug foolhardy.)
gust. He tried to make his bow seetn Tfcat man
just don't know what it is
cordial, but was painfully aware that
After 40 years on the
afraid.
It was cot. Nat, however, seemed not
to notice, but crossed the roi.d and rhiius ami seeing a hard lite. I want
is the
i say to vou that Roosevel
held out bis band.
s.Md Ceptaln nerviest man I ever saw in a pinch,
"WV11. Mr. Cilery
Nat. "1 won't keep you. I see you're pud at the same time want to say
in a hurry. Just thought I'd run along- that he is one of the kindest and
Ikm't
side a minute and say goott-by- .
most considerate men I ever knew.
Parted.
and
Hands
Shook
I'll see you asain arore 1 siiil."
kr.ow's
They
"While I was game warden of the
You
are
gosail?
you
"Tefore you
Eben Hamrfiond was but a memory tn
Yellowstone park. Colonel Roosevelt
ing away?"
out-in- .
Trumet
"Tun. My owners have been after came out there for a two weeks'
Keziab lingered to speak a word
we
and
I
was
wouldn't
then,
but
a
me
lie
for good while,
president
with Grace. The girl, looking very
on account of dad's health. made great prepaartions for his cora- home
leave
of
arm
on
loaned
the
white and worn,
,u
fovt. Ho wanted to get into the
Captain Nat, whose big body acted as
to salt w ater again. My ship s wilds, and one day we rode
a buffer between ner aua oversynin-thetl- c back
boen drydocked and overhauled and
Mrs. Coffin silentsix feet of snow twenty
she's in New York now lomiin' for Ma- through
took
Grace
and
hands
held
both
out
had
ly
nila. It's a long vy'age, even if I uiilee up into the mountains. We
them eagerly.
a
creek,
cross
deep
to
which
ain't likely.
come back direct,
Hellroaring
"Auntie," she whispered. tt'J met So I may cot
see the old town again gulch o8 two logs laid side by side.
Did
Did a letter
for a couple ot years. Take care of It was customary for a rider to dis-- j
"Yes, it came. I gave It to him
wont you? Good men, es- mount and lead bis horse across, and j
"Did did he tell you! Do you yourself,
and
pecially ministers, are Bourse,
know?" .
soldier told the president about It j
from what I hear about you I cal'late ia
1 know, deary."
"Tes,
Dismount
nothing the colonel pinke
needs
Trumet
you.'
"Did be is
with his spurs and was
that
arc
When
plug
you
going?"
all
be
"He's well, desry. Hell
w eek, most likely."
of
next
"Last
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Mr. Cole championed New Mexico's fight

for Statehood in Congress and is authority on
the Tariff. He will explain its benefits to the
voters of New Mexico.
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